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'Family'-jar Theme Gov. Fletcher
standing firm
with message

By TOM BERRY
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Staff Wnter
Associated Press Writer
A total of 19 suspects from
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Gov. Ernie Fletcher insists his oppoMurray. Almo, New Concord
sition to casino gambling can be a winning re-election strategy,
other areas in Calloway and
despite polls showing Kentuckians overwhelmingly want a chance
Marshall counties have been
to decide the issue.
arrested and charged with 57
So far, the Republican incumbent's ciunpaign
drug and drughas focused on linking Democratic opponent Steve
related offensBeshear to casinos and warning that the expanded
es during a
gambling would result in social and economic ills.
sweep by local,
Beshear supports amending the state
state and federConstitution to allow 10 to 11 casinos, mostly at
al
agencies
Kentucky horse tracks along with two to four built
alled
in border communities. Beshear claims the venture
"Operation
would generate about $500 million a year in new,
Shutdown."
state tax revenues that could go for education;
-Officers of
health care and economic development.
the Calloway
DespitelFletcher's anti-casino advertising blitz,
Fletcher
County
along with a statewide tour, nici- ieCitif polls
Claud
Sheriff's
showed that a large majority of Kentuckians want the chance t6
Department,
vote on whether to legalize casino gambling.
Murray Police
Fletcher on Tuesday dismissed that poll finding as insignificant
Department,
"Everybody wants to vote on everything," he told The
McCracken
Associated Press in an interview.
County
Fletcher said there's a more telling question with a greater bearSheriff's
ing on the governor's race.
Department,
"If you ask the question if you knew Steve Beshear was for casiKentucky State
nos and Ernie Fletcher was against casinos, I win, because the peoPolice,
ple in Kentucky do not want casinos," Fletcher said.
Pennyrile
The two polls had different findings when people were asked
Narcotics Task
whether they support casinos.
Force, Alcohol
The Courier-Journal Bluegrass Poll showed that 48 percent
Tobacco and
Marcum
favor casinos, while 42 percent were opposed. The poll had a marFirearms(ATF)
and the Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) swept the area
11 See Page 3A
Tuesday with warrants in hand
for 27 suspects that are wanted
on a total of 78 drug charges.
Sheriff Bill Marcum and
MPD Chief Ken Claud said the
initial sweep was discontinued
Tuesday afternoon but anticipate arrests of the remaining
suspects soon.
jM BERRY Lie a TimeS
"We didn't have anymore Skylar Swells enjoys a frosted gingerbreadman
cookie she and her parents decorated during
picked up yesterday afternoon.
but we'll get them as we go the fourth annual Family Day Dinner at Murray State University's Curtis Center ballroom
Tuesday night. The event is sponsored by the Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse
along," Marcum said.
Claude said the remaining Prevention.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
On Friday,
suspects were expected to be
A liquidator who oversaw the Beshear told
served warrants over the next
dismantling
of
Kentucky the Lexington
few days.
Central barred Steve Beshear Herald-Leader
Those
arrested
during
from working on the case and he did not
Dottie Kraemer, project director for the Calloway required his law firm to pay for remember
Operation Shutdown Tuesday By TOM BERRY
and the charges they face Staff Writer
County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention an ethics investigation, accord- being removed
included:
According to a 2006 survey of Murray and (CC-ASAP).
ing to documents.
from the liqui— Josh Harcourt, 26, of Calloway County middle and high school stuBeshear, a Democrat chal- dation
of
Kraemer also says one of the best ways to keep
Murray. Harcourt has been dents, 42 percent of seniors say they have used young people away from
drugs, alcohol, tobacco lenging Gov. Ernie Fletcher in Kentucky
charged with two counts of first- alcohol one or more times
in the past month, 16 and other harmful substances is to get parents and the Nov. 6 election, has said he Central Life
degree trafficking in a con- percent
Beshear
say there is nothing wrong with smoking their children to communicate around the family does not recall an ethics report Insurance Co.
trolled substance (cocaine) and
on the case from Cincinnati law
don't
"I
marijuana and 34 percent said the selling of drugs table.
engaging in organized crime.
firm, Porter, Wright, Morris & recall that at all, no," Beshear
That's why dozens of families gathered in the Arthur. Beshear also has said he told the newspaper.
— Sharilyn Ayers, 59, of in their school was a problem.
Those statistics and many more that were the
Murray. Ayers has been charged
was unaware his former firm,
with second-degree trafficking result of the survey must be changed, according to III See Page 2A
Stites & Harbison, paid for it.
•See Page 3A
in a controlled substance and
engaging in organized crime.
— Sam Wilson. 25, of
Murray. Wilson has been
charged with one count firstdegree trafficking in a conWe're just doing an event for the a visit to Southwest Calloway
trolled substance and one count By TOM BERRY
of facilitation for the same Staff Writer
kids and invite everyone to Elementary School.
crime. He also faces a charge of
Woody,the Kentucky Wiener come out and see Woody."
Florence travels with the two
second-degree trafficking in a (dog) and his sister, Chloe, will
Florence said the new series dogs, both miniature dachscontrolled substance and engag- greet the children
of Murray and is an attempt to get youngsters hunds, across the state talking to
ing in organized crime.
Calloway County Thursday dur- excited about civic literacy and children about the importance of
— Leslie Boggess. 37. of
being good readers and good
Murray. Boggess is charged ing a visit to the Calloway being good citizens. Civic literacy is the understanding of how citizens. Woody is not only the
with one count of first-degree County Public Library.
Leigh Anne Florence, Woody American democracy works and "star" of the newspaper series,
trafficking in a controlled subbut five books as well, includstance (cocaine), second-degree and Chloe's owner as well as a the citizen's part in it.
trafficking. trafficking within native artist and writer, said the
Florence will sign scrap- ing "The Adoption," "Welcome
1,000 yards of a school and session will include an enter- books and other Woody memo- a Dad." "A New Home." 'Tails
from the Bluegrass," and "Tails
engaging in organized cnme.
taining presentation with a patri- rabilia connected during the
— Ricky Adam Renfroe. 21, otic theme concerning civic lit- visit which is scheduled from 6 from the Bluegrass 11.A native of Murray. Florence
of Murray Renfroe has been eracy. She will be accompanied p.m. until 8 p.m. in the
large
charged with trafficking in a
is
a
1990 graduate of Calloway
meeting room at the library.
controlled substance within by James Asher. the artist who
County High School. In 1996
illustrates
Florence's
"Woody,
"It
will
also
be
a
chance
for she received a master's degree
1.000 yards of a school and
the Kentucky Wiener" book them to get a Woody book. They in
engaging in organized crime.
music education from Murray
can do that or the kids can have State University. She now
— Rodney Beasly, 40. of senes.
Murray. Beasly has been
"It will be a chance for the their pictures made with resides in Shepherdsville with
charged with first-degree traf- community and all of our Woody," Florence said. "It's just husband Ron, Chloe, Woody.
ficking in a controlled substance friends in Murray to see Woody a chance for Woody to see his two labs, and two cats.
(cocaine).
and Chloe," Florence said. own home mends in Murray."
A former public school
— Suzanne Bogard. 44. of "They have a brand new series,
Florence said the dogs will teacher, Florence now devotes
Murray. Bogard has been
"Mr. Dogwood Goes to visit libraries in Paducah the all of her time to traveling and
Photo provrded
Washington" appearing in same day and will return to teaching through the Woody Author Leigh Anne Florence is shown with Woody, left. and
III See Page 2A
newspapers across the state. Calloway County on Oct. 18 for series.
Chloe.

Mil

Records show
A Beshear taken off
insurance case

—

Dinner gathering fights risky behaviors

Library 'going to the dogs' with 'Woody'author's visit
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Road Closure Notice

AsallikuUksilet •

A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans to
:lose Bnnn Road in Calloway County at the intersection with the
!slew Ky
construction zone.
finnn Road will be closed at 4 p.m. today and remain closed
°semi& It is expected to reopen to traffic- di approximately 6
in Thursday
Motorists who regularly travel Bnnn Road 111 the area ,.hOUld
male advance alternate travel plans.
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•Family Day ...
From Front
hallroom at Murray State t'nivel-says Curtis Center Tuesday night
to celebrate the fourth annual national Family Day Dinner The
event WAS adopted locally to promote family togetherness and corn
munication that has been shown to be effective in keeping youni
stets away from substance abuse
"family Day is imporumt because studies have shown that
teenagers that eat with their families at least five to seven days per
week are much less likely to partake in nsky behavior," Kraemer
said
Callow-ay residents Quentin and Stephanie Dodd. who attended
the e%cnt with their children. Ella and Hannah. are already practicing what Kraemer is preaching
The Dodds say eating Meals together and taking pan in family
activities with their children is very important
"Even with our hectic schedules we always try to cat togethei
and have dinner with the four of us It's actually very rarely that we
don t do that because Mars something that is very important lo us."
said Stephanie "We're also very involved in soccer and in rhall as
well so we like to go out to the parks and watch them play
Quentin added that he also like to take his daughters on fourwheeler rules Well get out and ride on our farm, going through
the woods and stuff like that.- he said •'We'se also got a pond back
over by the house and well go there and mess around and I've also
got a bunch of bud dogs and squirrel dogs they like to do things
with"
lank Ella was too busy eating a cookie to comment. but her
older sister. Harin.
—A. was quick tO 47forffterrettehrterrAsirest-witin
was her favorite family activity
like to go to the tousles" she said. was mg new (hen Theatre
tickets the family had lust won during a drawing at the esent
Family -oriented hoard games such as OpCNItiOn. Monopoly.
Sorry, Chutes and Ladders and many others were also rattled off
during the dinner for tamales to emoy at home
'The Lambes also worked together to decorate frosted gingerbread man cookies
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GREG TRAVISA..scipisr & Tirnas/DAViD DOWDY/Calloway County Schools
SEE YOU AT THE POLE: Schools in the city and county joined other schools across the nation today in the annual "See You
at the Pole" celebration 'Gather Unite. Pray. Come Together" was the theme for the 2007 event, according to the See You at
the Pole Web site The event is a student-initiated and student-led movement that provides classmates an opportunity to pray
and worship freely Today's program at Murray High School included music. scnpture reading and a prayer The event was
moved indoors following an early-morning rain Pictured above, MHS students, teachers and administrators participate in the
event Below, Calloway County Middle and High school students gathered in the CCMS gym to participate in the event.

charged with three counts of
first degree ir Al 1c king in J din
trolled substance !cocaine I
Gregory Edniondson. Of.
of MUlTAy hillIontiuM has been
,.- ifeir-ii-ith—first-delter
ticking in a controlled substance
ICOCAIDC I

Epps. 25. of
has been charged
is tilt second-degree conspiracy
It' traffic in
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Roger W Edwards. 46. of
Edwards is charged with
first-degree possession of a controlled substarice imettiamphetamine), first degree trafficking
in a Lontrt,Iled substance (meth,,
trafficking in manivana teight
444ai5ses-t4c fise pounds i and pos.,
session of drug paraphernalia
- Connie White, 38. of
Murray White has been charged
with one count of first-degree
trafficking in a controlled substance ii.ocainci
rhom44. Hp.she.104, 21, no
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listed address Broshears has
been charged with three counts
of trafficking in a controlled
substance within 1.000 yards of
A school, possession of drug
paraphernalia. possession of
marouana and second-degree
geeing and es ading police.
— Keith Doughty. 49. of
Murray. Doughty is charged
with three counts of first-degree
trafficking 111 vi controlled substance methamphetamine
— John Parrish. 17. of New
C'oncord Parrish is charged

with a first offense of minutia:- trafficking in a legend drug.
first-degree possession of a contunng methamphetamme. pos—Jay Boggess. 23. of trolled substance (oxycondone).
session of anhydrous ammonia Murray. Boggess is charged
— Bobby Ward, 33, of
in an unapproved container, with trafficking in a simulated Murray. Ward is charged with
possession of anhydrous ammo- substance, lie was also arrested four counts of first-degree trafnia with intent to manufacture on an unspecified warrant ficking in a controlled substance
methamphetamme and first- issued by Graves County offi- (cocaine).
degree possession of a con- cials.
The operation was the culmitrolled substance (methamptiet=— — Tony Smith.=4k-- of nation of months of investigaamine).
Benton. Smith is charged with tive work, according to Claud
-- David Adams. 47. of first-degree trafficking in a con- and Marcum.
Murray Adams received A sum- trolled substance imethamphetAll the suspects were indictmons in connection to second- amine i, first-degree possession ed on the charges by a Calloway
degree trafficking in A con- of methamphetamine, posses- County Grand Jury before the
led suhstance iLortab I and sion of drug paraphernalia and
,tleration began.
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EREGISTRATION REQUIRED

Dawn Hall
Dawn will he sharing ivith us her life testimony
and also share on healthy cooking, fitness, the love
of God, the miracles of God and BEING THE BEST
YOU CAN BE
Entrepn•neur of Cozy Homestead Publishing. She
self-published her first cookbook in 1996 to raise
money for her husband's brain CaftCeT treatment and
since then has sold over 1,000,000 copies.
- Selected "Top 20

Under the

Age of IT Landers

in

Northwest Glue- She's bees an The Feed Chasusal,7000.1,Wass= to
Woman, Good MornlasSaturday AM.,Lite Way willh
James Robison, and nationsi news program for affiliates of ABC. NBC. CRS, and OM.
Recipsent of the 2001 Community Service Award
10% of Dawn's mitts go to an inner-city

childre-n out-

reach program called "Sohd Rodr

C am-as Name:

S

t.te has a team.
Burnett studied mecik Inc at (hi'

University of

Icy and served

her residency at Thorns Jefferson
University hospital She has
practiced In west Kentucky since
2001 and has long experiem e In out
community. She is Board Certified
In obstetrics and gynecology Even
10. she knows she can rely on more

Address
City /State/ Zip
Dav Phone Number

Experience is vital In
(
meats inc. and so Is access to a team
of fellow prolessiona/s. Dr. Burnell
knows that her patients will have
two doctors standing by. with a third
physic Ian who an he there almost
quickly as you can make a pot of
toffee. That's true 24 hours a day.
every day of every year.

than 220 years of combined

I

experience from her colleagues at

substitute for experience. When

Murray Woman's CHnic,

n medk Inc. aimn life. there is no

In on the line, there is nothing
than a reliable team.

Evening Phone Number
"we in.lode check or maxim order made payable to First Place
Maar illr% rhi. form a. needed he each person 0, modes

with your

Rematration Form.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Thom will be a time to Praise. Pray and Piss on Friday night November 2. at 7700 p.m

win attend Friday night
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Burnett

Dr
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Fizr,
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
at Grace Baptist Church
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•Drug sweep ...
From Front
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Ky. inmates at heart of S.C. case
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Twenty-five years ago, states
began using lethal injections as a
gentler way to kill death row
inmates. Executions could be
done without sparks of gas, bullets or rope.
Now, amid reports that people suffer excruciating pain and
linger before death, the Supreme
Court will consider whether the
most common method of lethal
injection — the use of three
drugs to sedate, relax and kill
someone — violates the
Constitution's ban on cruel and
unusual punishment.
The justices agreed Tuesday
to hear a challenge to the practice from two inmates on death
row in Kentucky — Ralph Bare
and Thomas Clyde Bowling Jr.
The case could further slow the
pace of executions around the
country.
The last time the court considered a challenge to a method
of execution was in 1879, when
it upheld the use of a firing
squad in Utah.
The Supreme Court has previously made it easier for death
row inmates to contest the lethal
injections used across the country for executions.
But until Tuesday, the justices had passed up cases that
posed the question of whether
the mix of drugs and the way
they are administered in three
dozen states violate the
Constitution. The court will hear

arguments in the case on Jan. 7,
said David Barron, the inmates'
lawyer.
The inmates' appeal was
among 17 new cases the court
accepted for its term that begins
Monday.
The other high-profile appeal
granted Tuesday is a challenge
to the constitutionality of a voter
photo identification law in
Indiana, a partisan issue with
ramifications for the 2008 elections. Democrats and civil rights
groups say the law unfairly
keeps the poor and minorities
from voting, while its backers
contend it is intended to reduce
voter fraud.
Courts have upheld voter ID
laws in Arizona. Georgia and
Michigan and struck one down
in Missouri.
There have been 1.099 executions, 928 by lethal injection
since the Supreme Court halted
executions in 1972 and allowed
them to resume in 1976. The
annual number of executions
peaked at 98 in 1999 and fell to
53 last year. So far in 2007, 42
people have been executed.
No state other than Texas has
AP
put to death more than three Ralph S. Baze holds a copy of photo of the crime scene as he
people this year. Texas has exe- talks during an interview at the Kentucky State Penitentiary in
cuted 26 inmates by lethal injechad rejected Richard's request they were hopeful that states and
tion.
Undeterred by the Supreme for a stay until it ruled on the comas would call a temporary
Court review. Texas on Tuesday Kentucky case. Another execu- halt to executions at least until
night executed 49-year-old tion was scheduled in the state the high court decides the case,
probably by June.
Michael Richard, convicted of a for Thursday.
Death penalty opponents said
1986 shooting. The high court

•Standing lirrrr-...
Fletcher said his campaign record.
will tout his accomplishments
The governor pointed to siggin of error of plus or minus 3.4 but needs to hit on the casino nificant funding increases for
issue.
education, a big upswing in
percentage points.
"We also need to educate tourism that he attributes to the
A
Lexington
HeraldLeader/Action
News
36 people of what Beshear wants to "Unbridled Spirit" campaign as
Election Poll showed 48 percent bring and who he wants to bring well as less-publicized accom—
including
of likely voters oppose casinos, in here,- Fletcher said. "And plishments
newborn
health
while 42 percent support them. these are not the kind of people expanded
The poll's margin of error was 4 we want to bring into our state." screenings and the "Read to
Glass said that Fletcher Achieve" program championed
percentage points.
Those same polls showed ignores that many Kentuckians by his wife, Glenna.
"We've started to turn this
Beshear with a big lead over flock to casinos just across the
Fletcher heading toward the state's border to gamble. She ship." he said.
said their money is used to
Beshear's campaign had a
Nov.6 election.
Beshear spokeswoman Vicki improve health care, roads and much different assessment of
Glass said Tuesday that education in neighboring states. Fletcher's performance.
Fletcher said that voters are
Glass said Kentucky ranks
Fletcher's hardline opposition to
casino gambling reflected a just now focusing on the gover- near the bottom nationally in
switch on the issue. Until three nor's race, adding, "I am confi- high-tech job creation, research
months ago. Fletcher said he dent when you give people ail --awl development investments
was personally opposed to casi- the facts, they'll make the right and entrepreneurial activity. She
said education has "taken a step
no gambling but would leave decision."
Fletcher said his supporters backwards" under Fletcher,
the issue up to voters if a gambling referendum made it on the want his campaign spending pointing to statistics on graduamore time touting his accom- tion rates and high school stuballot.
"Once again. Ernie Fletcher plishments, and he promised, dents taking advanced placedoes not trust the people of -We'll do that." The governor ment exams.
-This is not a record to brag
Kentucky to make this decision. acknowledged that Kentuckians
a position he only took in the -know every freckle and wart about." Glass said.
Fletcher said his accomplishlast three months," she said in a that I've got," but aren't always
aware of his administration's ments were overshadowed by a
statement.

From Front

Beshear taken ...
From Front
Beshear's name, however,
was listed in a Sept. IS, 1995
letter from Don. W. Stephens to
Charles J. Cronan IV. who was
then the managing partner of
Stites & Harbison. among five
attorneys who would not be
allowed to continue representing the liquidator in the case.
Stephens mentioned a potential conflict of interest that the
firm may have had by assisting
in Kentucky Central's legal liquidation while allegedly giving
a bank advice about selling $15
million in securities that came
from company. The situation
was the subject of the ethics
report.
Stephens also told Beshear's
law firm to pay for the
Cincinnati firm's report.

At the bottom of Stephen's ommended or whether Beshear
letter he indicated sending was specifically mentioned in it.
copies to four people, including
William L. Graham, a retired
Beshear.
Franklin Circuit Court judge.
Beshear's
spokeswoman declined to discuss the report's
Vicki Glass said Beshear "didn't recommendations.
recall" the letter and does not
It has been kept confidential
remember the report.
for 12 years. but the Lexington
Stites & Harbison was ulti- Herald-Leader
and
The
mately allowed to stay on, (Louisville) Courier-Journal
Stephens told the newspaper. have asked the Franklin Circuit
And Beshear did not participate Court to allow its release.
in the case from the date of the
Edward Stopher. an attorney.
letter until after a new liquidator of a firm representing Stites &
took over in 1997. Stephens Harbison. said in a Sept. 20,
said.
1995 letter that in exchange for
Stephens acknowledged he "Stites & Harbison's willingwas upset Beshear's firm ness to pay the investigation and
allegedly gave advice to the consulting expenses I neither
Bank of Louisville regarding the report nor the contents of the
the $15 million sale of report would be divulged to
Kentucky Central securities.
anyone" and the copies should
Still. Stephens said he dues be returned to the Cincinnati
not remember what the law office that conducted the
Cincinnati law firm's report rec- review.

\I\ IR,In

NURRAY

FREE COLLEGE
INFORMATION NIGHT

special grand jury probe into
whether his administration violated state hiring laws in an
alleged scheme to reward political supporters with state jobs.
Fletcher has criticized the investigation as a political witch hunt.
News stories. Fletcher said,
overwhelmingly recounted the
hiring investigation and not his
accomplishments, while hundreds of state news releases
touting his administration's
work got far less attention.
Fletcher and at least 14 of his
aides and associates were indicted. Fletcher issued pardons for
everyone except himself. His
lawyers worked out a deal with
prosecutors to have the charges
against him dropped.

KentlickVinBriet

Law student returning from N.Y. to
see Edwards visit he helped win
COLUMBUS, Ky. (AP) — Shawn Dixon left his western
Kentucky hometown of Columbus, Ky., population 229, a month
ago for law school in New York City, where national politicians'
appearances are commonplace.
But next week, he will be home when Democratic presidential
candidate John Edwards comes to town, a visit Dixon helped
orchestrate in an online competition against cities such as Los
Angeles, Dallas, San Francisco and Seattle.
"I don't know the last time a presidential candidate has come •
through Columbus," Dixon said by phone Tuesday. "I don't know
if a presidential candidate has ever come to Columbus."
Edwards, who visited eastern Kentucky in the summer, is arriving Oct. 4 for a barbecue and town hall forum at ColumbusBelmont State Park, on the banks of the Mississippi River,
Edwards' campaign said Tuesday.
Hickman County Judge-Executive Greg Pruitt said he has been
asking politically involved people from the county, some even in
their 80s, if they remember a presidential candidate ever stopping in
Columbus, and no one does.
"We can't say for sure we're making history, but we may be,"
Pruitt said Tuesday night.

Indiana soldier wounded in Iraq dies
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — An Indiana National Guard soldier
wounded during combat operations in Iraq has died.
The Indiana National Guard says 32-year-old Gerald J. Cassidy
of Westfield died at Fort Knox in Kentucky. Information on when
or how he was injured in Iraq was not immediately released.
A military spokesman at Fort Knox says Cassidy was found in
his room and pronounced dead about 6:50 p.m. Friday.
Cassidy was a member of the Lebanon-based Battery C of the 2150th Field Artillery Battalion. He was deployed to Iraq with a
brigade combat team from the Minnesota National Guard.
At the time of his death, Cassidy was in the Wounded Warrior
Transition Program, which helps injured soldiers prepare to return
to duo: or he evaluated for disability.

Excursion boat crew rescues four
from river after houseboat sinks
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — It was going to be a moonlight
cruise on the Ohio River for Doug Van Dyke, his bride of one week,
Regina. and two other family members, but it turned into a river rescue.
The Van Dykes, Doug's son, Doug Van Dyke Jr., and nephew
John Gibbons, all of Jeffersonville. Ind. were on the 43-foot houseboat near Louisville Tuesday night when water began pouring in
from the front of the craft, according to The Louisville CourierJournal.
The family grabbed life jackets and were able to escape through .,
a side window on the boat. They were clinging to the life jackets "
until someone on the Star of Louisville, which happened to be making its nightly cruise, spotted them.
"They stopped for us and threw out rescue floats," Gibbons said.
River patrols from the Harrods Creek and Louisville fire departments were called to the scene, but the family was safely aboard the
Star when they arrived.
"I never knew the river was so deep," said Doug Van Dyke, who added that he cannot swim. There were no injuries.
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kitchen Why Not iel that 18-year-old out of your ill .11,3
' 1•-:!rator and into
Why mot
-seater stick shift that the kids can't drive Why Not two. Why Not a
Why Not
two car g.,
, !r ci high performance hot tub that seats so Why Not stand up/sit down
self prope4
Why Not have a lot of cash ready and waiting
inergency. Why Not a
/4.'7 home secu;
Why Not a second bathroom with a steam showir Why Not environmentally
friendly toilets Why Not LA kali ceramic tiles. Why Not a Tuscan vacation. Why Not learn to partare Italian°.
Why Not opera season
tickets. Why Not raise the
roof and add on a second
story. Why Not sunroofs
in the kitchen. Why Not.TIIE
buy a dog with a better
pedigree than you have.
Why Not re-sod the lawn
that looks like it's gone
to the dogs. Why Not a
master's degree. Why Not
a big master bedroom .
Why Not a 60- HO Plasma
1V (ask your spouse first)
Why Not discard high
interest debt. Why Not
Wm an interesting hobby
into a business Why Not
a home office. Why Not buy that autographed baseball Why Not a country club membership Why Not a
single-stack home gym. Why Not a gym membership. Why Not i personal trainer. Why Not training to
tango. Why Not upping the carats on that anniversary girt Why Not a 'bigger' wedding. Why Not a
second honeymoon. Heck, *Ivy Not a third honeymoon. Why Not a hard cedar porch swing. Why Not a
lot of red cedar bird feeders. Why Not a cedar-shingled roof with solar panels Why Not amusing the
grandkids with a triple-decker swing set. Why Not Rnything wonderfully tech-y. Why Not a spa weekend.
Why Not night school Why Not culinary se ml Why Not a 60- dual fuel range Why Not cook up something
in do with that unfinished basement Why Not expand the deck. Why Not bring back your hairline. Why
Not a sunroom. Why Not sunny Cancun. Why Not a 30-foot rig sloop Why Not a year
round beach house Why Not mahogany hardwood floors Why Not see
one of the new Seven Wonders of the World. Why Not
see three. Well, alright, Why Not all
seven. Why Not? Yeah]
Why Not
Why Not

K
- U.S. BAN
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Now Elwin uNE oF cREDn.

Home Equity Line of Credit

6.99:<°R
Five Year
Fixed Rate Option

For adults beginning or returning to college to earn an undergraduate degree

Why not use the equity you've built
in your home to enjoy life more. Why
not? It's your money. With our low
rate, no closing costs, no points and
fast decisions, why nor? Just think of
all the things you can do Give us a
call at 888-444-BANK (2265) or a
click at usbank.com. Or stop by
any local U S. Bank.

How many stars
does your bank have?

uesda,(ktober 2 • MSU Curris Center
Ohio Room • 3rd Floor
SESSION 1- Filing for financial aid; 6- 7:15 p.m.
SESSION 2-Admission procedures and requirements; 7:15 - 8:15 pm.
Attend one or both sessions

bank.

Course selection and class scheduling are not part of this program

Resenations required
by October 2.
Call 1-800-669-7654
or 270-809-2186.

entinuingEducation
&Academic Outre.i. h
usbank.com I 888-444-BANK (2266)
Jtentuesy's
Pudic Ivy University

http://ceao.murraystate.edu
Equal education and
•
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A World
War II story

WWVtcageicartoorts comiespand

Arlie Scott saw enough of the war, for sure Last week.
I noted my gratitude to veterans such as Arlie Scott, who
seised, in Woodrow Wilson'. words, "to make the world
sate for democracy." President Wilson wanted to convince
Americans that we should go to war in 1917, but Arlie
Scott was born to John James and Nancy
Elizabeth Holmes Scott in Webster County.
Kentucky on December I. 1919, the year
that the Treaty of Versailles ended World
War I Born at the end of one world war.
Mr Scott grew, as the Civil War soldier
Sullivan Halloo would put it, "to honorable
manhood," in time to fight in a second
world war.
I think I have been drawn to Mr Scott
.ind the story of his life in part because ot
Home and his Webster County roots. Mr Scott gradAway
uated from Onion High School an 1918,
By James
and I graduated from Webster f'ounty High
Duane Bohn
School in 1974 Here in Murray. I learned
Ledger 8 Times
of our Webster County connection when I
Columnist
taught. for several years. Mr Scott's Sunday school class Beliese me. I learned much more from
Mr Scott and the rest of the gentlemen in that class than
they .1e.uned from me
After high school. Mr Scott Joined the Army on (ktober
St. 1940 in Lsansville. Indiana, and he was sent promptly to
Von Knox in Kentucky tor training Assigned to Company
A. the 6th Armored Infantry. 1st Armored Division. he was
promoted "to PE(' in two month, and two days, to Corporal
in tour months and four days. and to Staff Sergeant in six
rininth. and cix days.** in tone to parade for Franklin Delano
Roost:self at his third inauguration in 1941
Mr Slirrl left the harbor in New York for Belfast, Ireland
on the Queen Mary in May. 1942 Alter for months at
Newcastle, -where the Mountains o' Mourne sweep down to
the N.C.4.- he was shipped to Manchester. England. training
there for a month for the insasion of North Africa It was
in the North Africa campaign. a few miles outside of Tunis.
that Mr Scott was wounded and taken prisoner And that
was the beginning of an ordeal that he would never forget.
.111 ordeal that would forge his character
He spent two ',ears and four and half months in various
11)W camps in Italy and Germany
He remembers riding
the fv;i- Cif; loin camp to- --c-xmp ft was not until April. •
194.c that he was finally liberated by the Russians from A
"1111p
ot Berlin He weighed 161 pounds when
taken prisoner and 121, forty pounds lighter, when he was
treed
And no wonder, his daily diet consisted of coffee
Vtell. not really coffee. but I can't think of the RAMC- he
.40 dehydrated rutabaga. and one slice of German black
bread It not tor occasional Amencan Red Cross parcels. he
is sure that he would have starved to death
Cf.11 SC.Irs ago. Mr Scott gave nic a recipe for the
black bread. a Ake of which he was gisen each day The
recipe 14.1S r1t11 down by Joseph p 0•Donnell of Robhoobille New Jersey Mr O'Donnell found the recipe in the
official record of the "Food Prosiding Ministry published
itop secret' in Kerlin"
Stri bruised rye grain
204 sliced sugar heels
2W( tree flour (saw dust(
or: minced leases and straw
Sir Olionnell recalled from his "own experiences with
the hlack bread we also saw bits of glass and sand "
Someone was cheating on the intim." he said
Somehow Arlie St-oll ,tutI ised his long ordeal, and
returned to America to MATT) Jayne 11.1•sine Price. and to
base two daughter.. Jayne Katherine and Carolyn Elizabeth
lie tone to teach Animal Science And Agricultural Engineering at Morro State in 1949, refiring after thirty-five years
in the classroom Aral field on June 10. 1984
ATIIC St.gl was honored with the Purple Wart.
A cherished reminder ot heroic scnite rendered to his country A longtime member of Murray's First Baptist (lunch.
this hUtralle hero now makes his borne at tIiskor
Woods
Retirement Center, where meals sersed in an elegant dining
room do not include black bread
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Problems in veterans care remain
WASHINGTON (API —
Months after pledging to
improve veterans care, the
By lion YEN
Bush administration has yet
to find clear answers to
"Many challenges remain,
demand that we strive for
some of the worst problems
and cntical questions remain
the highest levels of care
afflicting wounded warrior's,
unanswered." GAO investigaand respect." he said.
such as delays in disability
tors John H Pendleton and
Following the disclosures
payments and pros'ding perDaniel Bertoni wrote in callof patient neglect at Walter
sonalized care, investigator,
ing for urgent action "SucReed, three high-level Pentasay
cess Will ultimately depend
goo._ officials stepped down.
A report by the Governon sustained attention. sysThe Army quickly 'pledged to
ment Accountability Office,
tematic oversight by DoD
improve care by hinng more
released today, offers the
and VA, and sufficient
mental health counselors and
first preliminary assessment
creating new "warrior transiof improvement efforts initiArmy spokesman Paul
tion units" - compnsing a
ated by the Pentagon and
Boyce said Wednesday that
doctor, nurse case manager
Veterans Affairs Departnient
officials were working diliAnd squad leader -- who
after revelations in February
gently to provide "high-quali- could help coordinate care.
of shoddy outpatient treatty medical and mental health
The VA, which operates
ment at Walter Reed Army
care for America's soldiers
separate facilities for 5.8
Medical Center
and seterans" The Army has
million veterans, also said it
The report found that
said it hopes to have full
would boost efforts. with VA
even though the Army has
staffing of its medical care
Secretary. Jim Nicholson
touted creation of IllOre perunits by January 2008. The
vowing to work to improve
sonalized medical care units
VA has said it was hinng
data-sharing of medical
so that wounded veterans
records and to reduce backdon't slip through the cracks, 1.100 new processors to
reduce backlogs.
logs. Nicholson later
nearly half — or 46 percent
Responding to delays in
announced in July he was
--of returning service memsharing medical record..
resigning and will step down
bers who were eligible did
.Patrick Dunne. VA's assistant (k-t. I
not get the service due to
secretary for policy and planOn separate fronts. Constaffing shortages
ning, said the VA and Pentagress approved additional
The report said after 10
gon had recently completed
money for veterans care,
years of resiew, the Pentaelectronic sharing of veteran.
while the presidential comgon and VA still remain far
data involving allergies. outmission headed by former
away from having a comprepatient medications, lab
Sen Bob Dole, R-Kan.. and
hensive system for sharing
results and radiology The
former, Health and Human
meshcal records AS injured
two departments are using
Services Secretary Donna
veteran. Move from facility
contractor to study the teas',
Shalala recommended changes
to facility
batty and scope of sharing
that would increase benefits
And despite months of
full inpatient records elecfor family members, create a
review by no less than eight
tronically. he said.
Web site for medical records
congressional conanuttecs, a
Rep. John Tierney. Dand res amp the way disabilipresidential task force, a
Mass., chairman of the
ty pay Is awarded,
presidential commission and
House Oversight subcommitOn Wednesday. the GAO
the Pentagon And VA itself,
tee on national secunty. said
praised these initial steps
the gosernnient has no
U-was troubled by the linBut it cautioned that longapparent solution for reducgering problems "Taking
standing problems were far
ing severe delays of 177
care of our wounded heroes
from being resolved as the
days. on average, in pros id
is too important to 110i
various groups negotiated
mg disability payment.

WASHINGTON TOD.k)

their various proposals and
as .the Pentagon and VA
faced challenges in hiring
needed staff.
As of mid-September, 17 •
of the 32 warrior transition
units had less than 50 percent of the critical staff in
place. And in many cases.
the Army had filled slots by
borrowing staff from other
positions, thus providing only
a temporary solution as thousands of veterans return from
Iraq and Afghanistan.
Regarding disability benefits. the GAO said the government was currently in
limbo amid competing proposals to fix the disability
ratings system. The DoleShalala commission, for
example, urged that only the
VA — and not the Pentagon
— provide disability payments, while other proposals'
gave the Pentagon a limited
role.
But in all the proposals.
no consideration was given
as to how the additional
duties would affect the VA,
which is straining to reduce
backlogs for disability benefits, the report said. Nicholson in recent days has
acknowledged that the VA
was nowhere close to reducing monthslong delays and
cited that as a top challenge
for his successor.
"Delayed decisions, confusing policies and the perception that DoD and VA
disability ratings result in
inequitable outcomes have
eroded the credibility of the
system." the GAO investigators said. "It is imperative
that DoD and VA take
prompt steps to address fundamental system weaknesses
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To the Editot.
Sever-al years ago when ens oldest daughter was in the
band at Calloway. I wrote a letter to the editor inviting
everyone who attends the hallgames to stay in the stands at
half time and watch the hands perform Now that my
youngest daughter is in the hand at Calloway. I am extending the same imitation to you again on behalf of all the
band kids and parents who work so hard to put on a good
show to entertain you at half time
These kids wort rust as hard perfecting their talents as
the kids on the athletic teams do They attended two weeks
of summer camp during the heat wave arid drilled every
day They practice every day after school They march in
comps mons most every weekend and on several of those
weekends, they do so after they have performed at the football game the night before
These kids deserve the attention they should get when
they perform. at either half times or in competitions
Most parents who haven't had kids in the hand have no
idea what these kids have to endure and how much talent II
takes to perform these complicated routines Try marching
backwards. on your toes. while trying to remember the exact
mots you're supposed to be on, all the while playing music
(torn memory and doing all you can to avoid running over
the other members of the hand It's not something that
everyone can do
These kids are a special breed They need and deserve
vow appreciation for their efforts If you're going to be 111
the football game anyway, take the time to give these be
I() minutes and watch their performance
promise, it will
he well worth it and the k
will deeply appreciate it.
Thanks,
Mike Stephanie's
Murray

AD LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Mwray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or 0-mailed to
editeressourrarledger.coin.
✓ letters mailed or faxed must be signed and
have
address and phone number for verification purposes.. Entailed letters most have address and phone number.
V No letters will be printed anonymous/v.
V Litters should not exceed 300 words and must be
banal or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Timm reserves the
light to edit
or rated any letter on the basis of length, sty/e,
grannam Mei, geed taste and frequent contribwhars to
page.
the For
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that sine* out sponsors, lisseinesses or isedivisluals by nanw, except them
directed toward the cemensmity as a Words, will riot be
accepted.
,
s Letters only represent tiw viewpoint and alpinism it
Ilas miter and net tier essarily of the Udell I Mesa
staff.
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Obituaries
Floyd Leon Arnold, 66, Rockwood Road, Murray, died Tuesday,
Spt. 25, 2007, at 10118 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Born Aug. 4, 1941, in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Floyd Cleo Arnold and Velma
Christine Maynard Melton. Also preceding him in
death were two sisters, Evelyn Evitts and Pamela
Hoffman.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sandra
Hammons Arnold, to whom he was married Jan.
17, 1966; one daughter. Christie Arnold, and one
grandson, Chns Dobbins, both of Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at noon in the
Arnold
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home,
Rev. Boyd Smith, Randy McClure and Tab Brockman will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Casey Brockman, Tyler Holzschuh, Chris
Dobbins, Ian Boone, Brett Gibson, Cole Hurt, Shawn McClure,
Jacob Burks, Josh Reynolds, Chess Volp, Adam Heskett and Bradley
(.'obb. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
i Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Chris Dobbins College
Scholarship Fund, Regions Bank, 101 South 4th St., Murray, KY
42071. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneral
home.com.

William Henry Morrison
I he I uneral tor William Henry Morrison will be Saturday at II
a m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Burial will follow
in the Jeffrey Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8
p.m. Friday.
Mr. Morrison, 78, Bonnie, Ill., formerly of
••""""1= Murray, died Monday, Sept. 24.2007, at 1:30 a.m. at
Nature Trail Health Center. Mt. Vernon. Ill.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he worked as a steel
worker for 17 years.
Born Oct. 30, 1928, he was the son of the Henry Morrison and
Lida Turner Morrison. Also preceding him in death were three brothers, Hoy, Charles and Glenn Morrison, and three sisters, May Ellis,
Mildred Rogers and Doris Morrison.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Edna Hopkins Morrison; one
daughter. Mrs. Gail Rumpus and husband, Steve, Bonnie, Ill.; two
grandchildren. Jason Kuhn and wife, Jennifer, Mt. Vernon, Ill., and
Brian Kuhn and wife. Jody, McLeansboro, 111.; one great-grandchild, Jacob Nathaniel Kuhn. Mt. Vernon, Ill.; two brothers, Phillip
Morrison and wife, Linda. Murray, Ky., and James Morrison and
wife, Patricia, Aurora, Ky.; two sisters, Mrs. Wanda Cashon and
Mrs. Gracie Cashoriboth of Murray.

Mrs. Mildred L Culver
The funeral for Mrs. Mildred Culver will be today (Wednesday)
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home,
Benton. Rev. Mark Dillon, Rev. Harry Yates and Rev. Ross Howard
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Pace Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
, Mrs. Culver, 69, Benton. died Monday. Sept. 24, 2007. at 2:25
at the home of her daughter.
r7 Her husband, Melvin Culver, and her parents, Rimon Colson and
Lucy Belle Flood Colson. preceded her in death. She was a cook for
('ountry Crossroads Restaurant, Hardin.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Deborah Jean Henson and
Mrs. Kathy Michelle Copeland, and one brother, Bill Colson, all of
Benton; three sisters, Mrs. Genella Jones, Kirksey, Mrs. Hazel
Underhill. Benton. and Mrs. Pat Smith. Mayfield: three grandchildren. Brittany Shea Jeter, Terry Lynn Jameson and Erik Ray
Copeland; two great-grandchildren, Haley Rose Jameson and Emily
May Jameson.

Mrs. Susie Patterson Soper

a-
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UAW, GM reach tentative agreement

Floyd Leon Arnold

'1'

r

Mrs. Susie Patterson Soper, 94, Raleigh, Ill., died Saturday. Sept.
22, 2007, at 10:45 p.m. at her home.
Born Aug. 10. 1913. in Saline County, Ill., she was the daughter
of the late Oscar G. and Dellma Church Thomas. She was married
in 1940 to Kenneth E. Patterson who died Jan. 23. 1969. and later
was married on Jan. 2. 1971 to C•harles B. Soper who died April 21,
1985.
Also preceding her in death were eight sisters, Jewell Thomas,
Ruth Cannon Barton, Mary E. Harper, Stella Golliher Trehey, Pearl
Stricklin. Wanda Bramlet, Vada Kunath and Hellen Thomas, and
Iwo brothers, Rev. 0. Wayne Thomas and John R. Thomas.
A homemaker, she was a member of First Baptist Church,
Harrisburg. Ill., and a member of Home Bureau for over 50 years. In
her youth, she was a member of Work and Win 4-H that was organized by her father where they showed purebred Guernsey cattle.
winning many honors at state. and local fairs. Her hobbies were
cooking. canning, knitting and quilting.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Wilma Wilson and husband. Jim. Harrisburg, and Mrs. Buenita Sittig and husband, Gene.
Raleigh; five grandchildren, Curt Wilson and wife, Jan, and Alyson
Phipps and husband. Mike, all of Harrisburg. Brian Wilson.
Evansville, Ind., Darryl E. Sittig and wife, Manch. Kirksey. Ky., and
Drew L. Sittig. Lynchburg, Va.; four great-grandchildren. Ben and
Brittany Wilson. Harrisburg, and Nathan and Noah Sittig, Kirksey;
one sister, Mrs. Edith Smock. Indiana. two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Mary Thomas, Nashville, Tenn.. and Mrs. Nancy Thomas.
Memphis. Tenn.; several nieces and nephews; one cousin, Jimmy
Fhomas. Eldorado.
The tuneral was today (Wednesday ) at II a.m. in the chapel of
Ciaskins-Jones Funeral Home. Hamsburg. Rev. David Howard offiirated. Burial was in the Raleigh Masonic Cemetery.
• Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church.
Harrisburg.

DETROIT (AP) - The
United Auto Workers and
General Motors Corp. agreed
this morning to a tentative contract that ends a two-day national strike - the first against the
automaker in 37 years - and
puts responsibility for retirees'
health care into the union's
hands.
GM and the UAW confirmed
that the deal creates a GM-funded, UAW-run trust to administer
retiree health care. The two sides
gave no other details, but a person briefed on the contract told
The Associated Press that it also
would give workers bonuses and
lump-sum payments and would
pay newly hired workers at
lower rates, The person requested anonymity because the contract talks are private.
The union said the agreement
with the nation's largest
automaker was reached shortly
after 3 a.m. The UAW canceled
the strike about an hour later and
some workers could return as
early as this afternoon.
The contract must be
reviewed by local UAW presidents and will then be subject to
a vote of GM's 74,000 rank-andfile members. The agreement is
expected to set a pattern for contracts at Ford Motor Co. and
Chrysler LLC.
The deal means UAW workers will head back to their jobs at
around 80 GM facilities across
the nation. The union went on
strike at II am. Monday when
talks broke down, ending GM's
production and causing layoffs
and shutdowns at parts factories.
It was the first nationwide
strike against GM during auto
contract negotiations since
1970. The UAW last struck GM
in 1998, when a 54-day strike at
two plants shut down production
across the country.
GM said in a statement that
the deal will make it significantly more competitive and provides "the basis for maintaining
and strengthening its core manufacturing base in the United

AP
Dave Peters, UAW Local 2164 Community Services chairman, pickets in front of the General
Motors Bowling Green, Ky. asssembly plant Monday after the United Auto Workers went on
strike nationwide.
States."
The company went into the
negotiations seeking to cut or
erase what it said is about a $25per-hour labor cost disparity
with its Japanese competitors.
"This agreement helps us
close the fundamental competitive gaps that exist in our business,"- 'Chairman and Chief
Executive Rick Wagoner said.
The deal includes GM's top
priority in the negotiations shifting most of its $51 billion
unfunded retiree health care
obligation to a UAW-run trust.
GM would pay about 70 percent
of that obligation, or $36 billion,
into the trust, called a Voluntary
Employees
Beneficiary
Association, the person briefed
on the talks said.
The union would then invest
the money and take over the
health care responsibility for
about 340,000 GM hourly

Hazel Church if Christ
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LITTLE ROCK (AP)-The Trickey and Thelma Mothershed
Little Rock Nine, who as stu- Wair. Former President Clinton,
dents were escorted by federal who held Central's doors open
soldiers into the all-white for the group as they arrived,
Central High School because challenged this year's senior
they were black, marveled at the class to address inequality in
celebrity-like fanfare they health services, economics and
received on the 50th anniversary the justice system.
of the event Tuesday. But they
"What do you wish the story
cautioned that racial divides still of the next 50 years to be'"
exist.
Clinton asked.
"In spite of the progress
Cameron Zohoon, a senior at
that's been talked about today. it the school of 2,400 students,
is not nearly enough for me." said he believed that while
said Terrence Roberts, a member Central isn't truly fully integratof the group greeted with cheers ed, the campus is more diverse
and standing ovations.
than ever.
About 4,500 people gathered
"You look at the students
on the front lawn of the city here and look at the diversity
campus, where the high school and see that this is not the same
is now 52 percent black, to com- place it was," said Zohoon. who
memorate one of the key is Iranian-American.
moments in the civil rights
For three weeks in September
movement. The gathering was 1957, Little Rock became the
one of a series of events cele- focus of a showdown between
brating the anniversary this then-Gov. Orval Faubus and
week.
President Eisenhower.
The two-hour ceremony
Faubus used the Arkansa,
included brief remarks by each National Guard to keep Central
of the Little Rock Nine, includ- all-white, telling a statewide TN
ing Roberts, Melba Patillo audience that court-ordered inteBeals, Elizabeth Eckford, Ernest gration would spark mob vioGreen. Gloria Ray Karlinark. lence. When Faubus pulled the
Carlotta Walls Lanier, Jefferson Guard away, a crowd gathered
Thomas. Minnijean Brown outside the school.
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begin talks first with Ford or
Chrysler. Those talks can begin
before the GM contract is ratified, Gettelfinger said.
After ratification, the VEBA
memorandum would have to be
approved by the courts and
would be reviewed by the U.S.
Securities
and
Exchange
Commission, GM said.
"There's no question this was
one of the most complex and
difficult bargaining sessions in
the history of the GM-UAW
relationship," Wagoner said. He
thanked the UAW bargaining
team for its work in reaching the
agreement. The person briefed
on the talks said that because
GM's pension fund has more
money than its expected obligations, both sides agreed to tap
into it to fund the trust. Retirees
would get a pension increase,
but it would be offset by an
equal increase in health care.

Little Rock Nine mark 50th anniversary of
school integration, call for more progress
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retirees and spouses.
"I'm pleased to say that we
have a VEBA in place that will
secure the benefits of our
retirees," UAW President Ron
Gettelfinger said at an early
morning news conference inside
the union's Detroit headquarters.
Gettelfinger said he's confident of ratification and that voting could start begin this weekend.
The UAW•s national negotiating committee and executive
board for GM both have unanimously recommended ratification. Gettelfinger said.
"We're very comfortable
with this agreement, and we're
happy to be able to recommend
it
to our
membership,"
Gettelfinger said.
Union leaders will be briefed
on details Thursday and Friday,
he said.The UAW may also
decide Thursday whether to

c.
Drive-Thru Now Open Z4 hours
107 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY

Eisenhower authorized the
use of federal troops to enforce
the desegregation order, and
members of the 101st Airborne
escorted the Little Rock Nine to
classes on Sept. 25, 1957.
Clinton said Eisenhower had a
duty to step in after the U.S.
Supreme Court's 1954 Brown v.
Board of Education ruling that
said segregated schools were
unconstitutional.
m grateful we had a
Supreme Court that saw 'sepa-

rate but equal' and 'states'
rights' for the shams they were,
hiding our desire to preserve the
oppression
of
AfricanAmericans," Clinton said. "And
I am grateful more than I can say
that we had a president who was
determined to enforce the order
of the court."
Clinton said he was grateful
that the Little Rock Nine took
action rather than looking to others to pave the way.

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
• 2. Stylish drapery hardware.
- 3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery Yr!
yre
5. Interior design United designed to fit your budget 'mare two
F,L)fr, desigr to fabrication to professional installation, your work is done
in house by ocr friend), staff
Come check out the Reed interiors difference for yourselll

`Weed 4;fre.teo4,so
405 5. 12th It. • 753-6361

"SfOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
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HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
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Father of'Sidewalk
Astronomy'to
visit Lakes region
in early October
GOLDEN POND. Ky. - John Dobson. who is considered
the father of "sidewalk astronomy.- will he visiting the region
in October with public programs at Like Barkley State Resort
Park And Land Between The Lakes' Golden Pond Planetarium
Dobson will present a free public astronomy show at Lake
Barkley s Convention Center at 7 p.m.. followed by evening
sky stewing with high-powered Dobsonian telescopes from Barkley
Lodge on Monday. Oct. I
The following evening. Oct. 2. Dobson will visit neighboring Land Between The Lakes to host the Golden Pond Planetarium'. 14 p m. show. "Far Out Space Places" And join the
West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers for nighttime viewing at
the planetarium's %)b•Cfl,alt )r.r
Admission to the planetarium is $3, a discounted price of
v.2 will he offered to those who attend the Oct. I event at
I ake Barkley as well as members of Friends of 1.BL.
Seating at the Golden Pond Planetarium is limited. Tickets
will he sold at the door beginning at 7 30 p.m or you may
reserve seating hy calling 00110-455-5897
!Nilsson. who was born in China and educated as a chemist.
began making inespensise telescopes and later taught classes
in astronomy and telescope making in California Dobson has
be tune r.known for kisJ.ggs.,,j4ksOpendLy_tele_si
.
:43e7sI.J.Nila149‘%
the average permit!' to stew the stars And planets
-Mt Dobson is truly the man credited v.tth bringing astron,,M,r to the masses.'' said ik Das id James. professor of Astrophy sits at A'aridertsilt Cniversity
I and Between The Lakes is managed by the Toresi Service.
I S I h.-par-mien' ot Agriculture. in partnership with 1-nends of
I.BI to pros ide public lands outdoor recreation and environ•
mental eslu.Joon LB!. ens ourages
to review the website at www Ihl org each season, and throughout the season, for
the Calendar of Events and updates on programs and policies
Additional 1131. inforinatiiin is .15..1141%1c by calling 1-800-L141.71)77 or 270-924-2000
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American Legion Post f13 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the new Legion Hall. located at 310 Bee Creek, just north of
Schwan'.. Ice Cream off of North Fourth St. The agenda will
focus on continued planning for the new Legion Hall. All
members and veterans are encouraged to attend. For more
information call Post Commander Duane Brown at 227-7939
or 753-8985.

Democratic headquarters open

Mr. and Mrs. Eveard Raymond Bynum

Republicans open headquarters

Woman's Club will meet Thursday

George and Wendy Tudor of Murray are the parents of a
son. George Carter Tudor, born on Monday. July 23. 2007, at
3 22 p.m at Lourdes Hospital. Padusah
'The baby weighed 7 pounds 2 ounces and measured 20.5
inches
Maternal grandparents are Larry And Deane Threlkel and
paternal grandparent. are George V and Brenda Tudor
Maternal great grandparents art'
Si and Virginia Threlkel
and Alroy and Margaret Ban and a paternal great-grandparent
is Emma Springfield
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The Fall
bv Gilbert l) MeKlveen
The leases that drop steadily trom standing, solid trees,
From the wann October sun and the cool night breeze,
/Us one feeling that the end has come
To a beautiful summer whose work is done
Each dropping leaf like a memory is gone by;
Each gust of wind, a reminder that 1,
Lake the leaves. will remain but awhile;
First a bud, then a leaf, then a faded smile.

Strahart King
At l'a trot k S tart.,
Itrts•-a a ksparks
la ItirO •-•arrrIl•

May I. like the tree that stands gaunt and bare
Sham of beauty that once was there.
Leave a faith of those on Mother Earth.
That with trumpets of spring, there'll be a rebirth
Happy Fall from Fern Terrace Lodge!
M.ciao Rarst•-•

1101 Sawa lab
Murray. KY • ?Si7441
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Parent-Teacher conferences Thursday
Calloway County High School Parent-Teacher conferences
will be Thursday from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the school. No
appointment is necessary.

SS representative to be at library
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call I-800-772-1213.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:30 p.m in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital For more information contact Chaplain Kerry
Lamben at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731498-8324.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5115 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Special workshop on Thursday
A workshop. "Separation Anxiety and Other Predictable
('rises of Everyday Life" will be presented by Dr. Lowell
Latto on Thursday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church. Dr Lam, a member of the host church, is a Licensed
Mamageffamily 'Therapist.

MHS Tiger Backboard Club to meet
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Calloway County Democratic Party has opened its headquarters at 510 Main St., Murray. The telephone number is
753-9418. Voters can pick up campaign materials, register to
vote and volunteer to support the Democratic ticket in November. The hours will be from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
-PraLiy and from 9 a.m. to noon on .Saturday. For more information call David Ramey at 759-9905.

Mr. and Mrs. Beard Raymond Bynum of Murray will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday. Sept. 29.
2007.
Calloway County Republican Headquarters is now open at
The celebration will be at the Bethel United Methodist the building at 200 South Fourth St.. on the southwest corner
Church. Bethel Road. Murray. from 4 to 6 p.m.
of downtown Murray Court Square. The hours will be 9 a.m.
All family and friends arc ins lied to attend the celebration
to 5 p.m.. Monday through Friday. For more information call
The family request that guests not bring gifts.
Mary Cowan at 293-3044 or Vernon Anderson at 759-1556.
The couple ssas roamed Sept. 18. 1957. with Br° Lane
Shanklin officiating at the wedding ceremony.
Mrs Bynum, the former Kathryn Parrish. is the daughter of
Murray Woman's Club will begin its 2007-08 club year
the late Limon and Marie Smith Parrish of Murray
with a potluck salad supper and general club meeting on ThursMr Bynum is the son of Mary Cs Lee Bynum and the late day beginning
at 6 p.m. at the club house. A preliminary PowRoy Bynum of Murray.
erpoint presentation on the history of the Murray club and a
children
Their
are Debbie Thomas and husband. Dean. Bard- short business
meeting will follow the supper. Members who
well. Teresa Bast and husband. Ronnie. Patty Dedmon and
attend three of the four general club meetings during 1007-08
friend. Keith Westfalt. lames Bynum. and Kathy Coles and
will have their name entered into a drawing for a free 2008husband Tim. all of Murray. and Scott Bynum and wife Bren09 membership. Hostesses will be members of the Kappa and
da. Fort Gr-ey. Alaska
Music departments.
They have 16 grandchildren and II great-grandchildren. They
A mi ave orteg-Mikhild arid- Three -great-grandchildren who
Are ite.eased.
Red Cross blood drive will be today from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the BaptistiStudent Center.
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Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees will meet Friday at II a.m.
at Holmes Restaurant on Ky. 121 North,
Murray. A representative of The Merryman
House will be the speaker. All active and
retired federal employees are urged to attend.

Legion Post meeting Thursday

711.1.1h 3nnounceirzeni
George Carter Tudor

1.11H;Elt& TIMES

Almo High School Class of 1957!
will have its 50th reunion

Federal employees to meet

Army National Guard Ptc Adam C. Crawford has graduated from basic combat training at Fort Jackson. Columbia. S.C.
During the nine weeks of training, the soldier studied the
Army nussion. history. tradition and core values. physical fitness, and received instruction and practice in basic combat
skills. military weapons. chemical warfare and bayonet training. drill And ceremony, marching. rifle marksmanship. Armed
and unarmed combat, map reading. field tactics, military courtesy. military titmice system. basic first aid. hail marches, and
field training eterl'ISC%
Crawford earned distinstion as an honor graduate.
He is the grandson of Donna Williams of Barnett Cemetery
Road, Murr.i. Ky
The pro ate is a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High
School. Murray

•

e-itail: jo.burketaihnurrayledger.coi4

The Almo High School graduating elate;
of 1957 will have its 50-year reunion o6
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at the home of 116
Mae Brown of Murray.
Reservations are not necessar, All clan
members and spouses are invited. For more
Information call 753-6513.

Sink:News
Crawford graduates from training

Robert Billington Jr
270-753-1751

•
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Mur

Murray High School Tiger Backboard Club will meet today
at 5 in the school cafeteria. All parents of girls and boys playing basketball are asked to Attend. For information contact
Coaches Field or Turner.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p m at 1628 West Main St.. Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For Information call 753-8419 or 1-1477-4472004

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray -Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings as well as blood pressure and
pulse checks today from 12:30 to 3 pm at Hamlin One Stop.
Hamlin. on Thursday from 810 to 11.30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
pm. at First United Methodist Church. Murray. For information call 762-1348.

Hazel Lions Club plans promotion
Members of the Hazel Lions Club will he selling light bulbs
and brooms from 5:30 p.m. to dart on Thursday in Murray
and Hazel. For information call Hughes Bennett at 498-8324
or Joe Thompson at 492-8424

Artist Exhibition on display
Murray Art Guild's 2007 Featured Arts Eshibition is now
being shown in the community room of the Miller Armes. old
post office building At Maple and South Fourth Streets. in
downtown Murray The exhibit will remain open during business hour. through Oct 3

Angel Alert issued
An angel skit
has been issued
Center. Any one
Calloway County

for a standard size electric washer and dryer
by the Calloway County Family Resource
having these to donate is asked to call the
Family Resource Censer at 762-7333.
.
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Veigl and Bittel

Mr. and Mrs. James Edward Hudgins

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick E. Johnson

The engagement and approaching marriage of Ashley Veigl
and Adam Bittel, son of Lisa and Hugh Bittel of Utica, has
been announced by her mother, Cynthia Ashley of Kuttawa.
The bride-elect's father is the late Kevin Veigl.
Miss Veigl is the granddaughter of Aleen and Floyd Ashley
of Pirates Cove and Shirley and Robert Veigl Sr. of Vinemont.
Ala.
Mr. Bittel is the grandson of Carol and Paul Payne and Ann
Bind and the late Anthony Bittel Sr., all of Owensboro.
The bride-elect is a 2007 of Murray State University and is
a member of Phi Mu. She is employed by All State and Froggy 103.7.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University and a member of Alpha Sigma Phi. He is employed
by Froggy 103.7.
The wedding will be Saturday. Oct. 6, 2007, at 6:30 p.m.
at Blessed Mother Catholic Church, Owensboro.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Leigh Ann Winters and James Edward Hudgins, both of
Murray. were married Saturday. Aug. 4, 2007. at Gatlinburg,
Tenn.
The vows were read in a private chapel at Honeymoon

Leslie Brooke Hatfield and Patrick Emanuel Johnson were
married Saturday, June 23, 2007, at Northside Baptist Church.
Almo.
The bride is the daughter of Terry and Cindy Yarbrough of
Murray and Rick and DeeAnna Hatfield of Louisville. The
groom is the. son of Roger.and Anita Johnson_ and Jack.ie. and_
Janet Wyatt all of Murray.
The double ring ceremony was officiated by Bro. Brett
Miles. Musical selections, both instrumental and vocal, were
presented by Kathy Ligon and Julie Stone.
Kelly Smith served as matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Sara Jane Cunningham, Holly Gibbs, Brittany Miles and Megan Oliver, all of Murray, and Tera Yarbrough.
Clarksville, Tenn.
Travis Brown served as best man.
Groomsmen were Josh Johnson. Mitchell Smith and Jameson Wade. all of Murray. Will Hatfield, Louisville. and Jay
Volken, Bardstown..
Mylee Grace Smith served as flower girl.
Heath Hudson, cousin of the groom. served as ring bearer.
Serving as ushers were Dusty Clark, Grant Hudson and
Austin Raspberry, all of Murray.
The program and register attendant was Brittany Green.
Janeann Turner of Murray served as the Wedding Coordinator.
A reception followed in the Murray Room of the Regional
Special Events ('erupt.
_
The bride. a 2003 graduate of Murray High School and a
2007 graduate of Murray State University is currently employed
by the Calloway County School System.
The groom, a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High
School is currently attending West Kentucky Community &
Technical College. He is employed by Briggs and Stratton.
The couple now resides in Murray.

Mikulcik named as
CCHS Rotary Student of
the month for September
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Kristen Mikulcik, a senior
at Calloway County High
School. was selected as the
September student of the Month
for the Murray Rotary Club.
Mikulcik has a 4.0 grade
point average and an ACT
score of 30.
She was recently named a
semifinalist in the 2008 National Merit Scholarship Program.
While taking challenging courses. she has received Advanced
Placement credit for United
States History and Chemistry.
Currently, she is taking Advance
Placement
Spanish
and
Advanced Placement Calculus.
Mikulcik has been a member of the Marching Band.
,Drama Club. and Chemistry
Team. Currently, she is a member of the Varsity Academic
Team and serves as vice president of the World Language
Club.
She is a member of the
Lakers Varsity Soccer and Cross
Country teams as well as the
Track team where she has been
named most improved.
Active in the outstanding
('('HS Chapter of Future Farmers of America. Mikulcik is
a member of the four-person
State Champion Nursery Team
and will compete at the national competition in Indianapolis.
Ind. She also placed first in
the region in Weed Identification.
Mikulcik represented Calloway County High School at

Kristen Mikulcik
the Youth Leadership Institute
at Murray State University.
While she was there, she placed
third in their leadership essay
contest. She also placed second in the Calloway County
Conservation District essay contest last year.
Outside of school, Mikulcik is active in 4-H, Girl Scouts
and the Catholic Church. She
is the daughter of David and
Stacey Mikulcik.
Currently, she is looking
into attending Western Kentucky University or Murray
State University and possibly
majonng in agriculture or education. She hopes to participate in marching hand and club
soccer while in college.

Need Line lists needs
Need Line has issued a lists
of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients They
are salmon, tuna, spaghetti
sauce, spaghetti. nce, cereal
and instant potatoes for the
pantry, eggs. bread and garproduce
den
for
fresh
freezer/cooler, dish liquid.
shampoo. diapers size 4 and
5. bath tissue and men and

women deodorant for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; and large brown paper
bags.
These items may be taken
to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St.. Murray.
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday.
For information call 7536333

The' bride is the daughter of Dan and Vinita Winters.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Winters and the late Mr. and Mrs. George Bell.
The groom is the son of Edward Hudgins and Mona Phegley.
He is the grandson of Solon and Ruthie Hale and Don and
Mona McCammick.

Geary couple named for
Outstanding Parents
award at Murray State
The 2007 Murray State University Outstanding Parents Award
winners are Steve and Regina Geary of Beaver Dam. They are
the parents of Kori Geary, a MSU undergraduate student and
member of Hester Residential College.
The award was selected from student nominations, requiring them to write a narrative of 500 words or less explaining
why their parents or guardians should win the award.
After a committee reviewed the nominations, one finalist
from each residential college was selected. Sponsored by the
Parent and Family Connection, the Office for Student Affairs
and the Residential College Heads, the award provides a meaningful salute to parents during Family Weekend.
In her nomination letter. Kori writes, "My parents have
been my support in everything I have done ... they hold me
when I am scared, assure me when I am worried and help
me to be stress free." Steve and Regina own and operate
Geary's Body Shop in Hartford.
Other finalists include Ted and Bev Jatczak of Hopkinsville,
nominated by Jennifer Jatczak of Clark College; Virgilio and
Sandra Gozum of Jackson. Tenn., nominated by Randa Gozum
of Elizabeth College; Samuel and Domestra Hawkins of Paducah. nominated by Jeremy Teague of Franklin College; Brian
and Sharon Felker of Vienna. Ill., nominated by Travis Felker of Hart College: Gloilean Chappell Cottongim of Greenville,
nominated by Kim Pendley of Regents College; Rita Hazelbaker of Cynthiana. nominated by Kathleen Taylor of Richmond College; Doug and Martha Brown of Lexington, nominated by Miranda Brown of Springer College; and Tim and
Denise Stillwell of Hodgenville, nominated by Darrell Stillwell
of White College.
Presentation of the finalists' certificates and the Outstanding
Parents Award will be made during the Parent and Family
Connection Cookout at 1 p.m. on Saturday.
The MSU Outstanding Parents will also receive an engraved
plaque. overnight lodging in the Curris Center, a dinner gift
certificate and a framed copy of their student's nomination letter. In addition, they will watch the game from the President's
Box as guests of MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn and also be
recognized during the football game at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Alcoholics Anonymous
lists schedule of meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meeting at 615
South 12th St., in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday,4 p.m., closed.
no smoking, !2 & 12 Study;
Monday, 6 p.m. closed, no
smoking. 8 p.m. open; Tuesday. 8 p.m. closed, no smoking: Wednesday, II a.m. closed,
no smoking, 6 p.m., closed,
ladies meeting, 8 p.m.. smoking; Thursday. 8 p.m. open.
smoking; Friday, 8 p.m. open,
smoking; Friday, 8 p.m. open.
smoking. new corners: Satur-

The Gentry House Homeless Shelter and Merryman
House Domestic Crisis Center,
both of Murray. are partnering
up and asking for help with
items needed to assist clients
that have been misplaced from
their permanent homes. Many
of these individuals have children.
Current items need are
kitchen trash bags. toilet paper.
paper towels, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap, laundry

detergent. bleach, cleaning supplies, towels, washcloths.
kitchen linens, pot holders,
alarm clocks and old cell
phones.
Items may be taken to their
office at 629 Broad St.. Ext..
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and noon. Monday through
Thursday. Both officers are
United Way agencies and located in the same building.
For more information call
761-6802 or 759-2373.

If YOU HAVE AN
EVENT YOU'D
ME TO
ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT
753-1916
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Owtsron of Room To Grow Preschool
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OPEN ROUSE•
September 27th
5:30-7:00 p.m.

•
Come check out our brand new center
and meet our staff!

Dale Willis
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TAILORED home policy?
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speaker meeting.
For information call Mitch
at 753-9320, Jeannie at 7536197 or Chuck at 436-2552.
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Register to win a FREE week of tuition
(worth S100) while you're there.
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Autumn Nature Celebration will be MURRAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AWARDS

NA • Wednesday, %eptember 26, 2007

Shirr

held in the Land Between the Lakes
GOLDEN POND. Ky.
Band Between Tbe Lakes(LBLi
\animal Recreation Area offers
tall festival. Autumn Nature
elehration. on Saturday. Oct.
Arid Sunday. Oct. 7. featura variety of educational
Aid tun tall activities at the
Woodlands Nature Station and

adults.
interpreter.
Amve by 6 p.m. to sec the
The following is a complete
Nature Station's backyard ani- program schedule for the weekmals on your way down to end
Some programs may
the campfire. Stones begin at require reservations or an addi6:30 p.m. Tickets arc $4.50 tional fee. For more informafor ages 13 and up. $.3 for tion. please call 270-924-2000.
ages 5-12. Bring blankets or
Saturday, Oct. 6
lawn chairs and dress for a
— All Day - Smokey Bear
llotncpiacc
nw
cool fall night
NS
!he weekend is lull of
In addition to Campfire
— 10 a.m.-4 p.m.Autumn
wildlife folklore, a children's Tales, Woodlands Nature StaScavenger Hunt NS
magic show. weather lore, tion INS, and The Homeplace
— 11 A.m. Nature Puppet
nature stones. kids' a:tames. MP, on Sunday featutts PickShow NS
and use animal programs
ing up Paw Paws-a look at
— 12:30 p.m.
Tall
Saturday. Oct 6, includes the wild fall fruit, nuts, and
NS
the popular evening program. roots eaten by early farm fam- Tales
— 1-4 p.m Weather Lore
t'amptire Tales. from 6-8 p m
ilies
NS
at the Nature Station The group
"Autumn is such a beauti— 2 p.m. Children's Magic
will gather mound the camp- ful time arid there is so much
fire tor An evening iii.ushnial- going on in Land Between The Show with Magician Ron Mayloa roasting and storytelling' Lakes - elk bugling, leaves hew NS
- 3:30 p.m. Fears. Pho1.0111J t l ahrt. teaching artist
changing colors, fruits npenand storyteller with the Blue mg, songbirds and monarch but- bias and Folklore NS
-- 6-8 p m Campfire Talcs
.‘pplc Player. Children'. The- terflies flying south
it is a
ater Company in !Aims% ille, will wonderful season to get out with Storyteller Leticia Usher
present lively talcs that will and enjoy the outdoors'- said NS
entertain both children And ASIS4 Yasgur. Nature Station
Sunday, October 7
— 1 p.m. Picking up Paw
Paws HP
— 1-4 p.m. Honeybees ea
Honey with Beekeeper Annie
Broyles NS
Monday. October 8
-- I-3:341 p.m. Fall Nature
Hike • Hematite Lake Trail
Admission to Nature Sta_tuin_ is $3 -for ages, 13 .and up
and $2 lot ages 5-12. Tokens
to drive through the Elk &
Bison Prairie can he purchased
at all IBL facilities for $5 per
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Murray Elementary students earn a gold tag when they have received 10 tiger tags for going
above and beyond the Guidelines for Success. Principal Janet Caldwell presents the gold tags
to students on the Tiger Cub News program each morning. During the week of Sept. 17 - 20
gold tags were presented to Nolan Todd and Kennedy Jones from Mrs Kandi Dawson's class
and Avery Byars from Mrs Carolyn Colson's class.
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ART ON THE SQUARE: Murray Main Street and the Murray
An Guild will host 'Art on the Square in coniunctiOn with the
Saturday morning market on Murray s court square on
Saturday from 8 a m to noon Akxv with artist demonstrations arid art activities for kids this years event will include a
fhview by Playhouse in the Park's "High School Musicar cast
end storytellers set to perform in the community room of the
Miller Annex

Teachers can enjoy free general admission to Woodlands
Nature Station. The liomeplace.
and Golden Pond Planetarium
as pan of Teacher Appreciation Weekend. Oct. 6-7.
Land Between The Lakes
is managed by the Forest Service. U.S Department of Agriculture, in partnership with
Friends of LEW to provide
public lands outdoor recreation
and ens ironmental education.
We encourage visitors to review
our website at HYPERLINK
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ww lhl org each season, and
throughout the year. for our Calendar of Event• and updates
on programs and policies Additional LB,. information is available by calling I -8110-LBL-7077

S.
1 •

or 270-924 211110
Photo provided

Each week Murray Elementary School students who eam "pawsitives" throughout the week
receive special rewards Students selected from each class meet with principal Janet Caldwell
for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for the "pawsitive reward" for Sept.
21 were P1 Amber Coleman. Jordon Duffy, Andrew Brown, Cartie Nance, Hunter Utley; P2:
Max Ortner. Chase Morriss. Meagan Barnett, Damus Galloway. Sarah Jacobs, 9ain Cazares;
P3 Matthew Harper. Noah Bechard, Elizabeth Jones, Alex Dailey, Hannah Edminster; and P4:
Logan Epperson. Ally Schomak. Elsa Byrd, Alex Dailey. Mateo Lewis and Anna Cate Brown
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The local Boy Scout Council has started an engraved
brick program to he placed
around the flag pole at thelocal summer camp on Kentucky Lake.
If you know of any Eagle
Scouts or anyone else involved
in the local Scout program, have
them write to P.O. Box 487..
Owensboro. KY 42302 or call
1-270-6144-9272 for information.
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WESTSIDE VETERINARY SERVICE LLP
SAVE ON CUSTOM SEATING BY NORWALK & J RAYMOND
SOFAS START AT JUST $849 NOW THRU October 8th
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Home Trends Gallery

103 South Third Street
753-3621
Monday-Friday 10 a.m. -5 p.m.
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Push is on to provide cancer 'survivor plans9
WASHINGTON (API — You've
finished the surgery, the radiation, the
chemotherapy. You're a winner, a cancer survivor. Now what?
A new push is on to provide patients
with "survivor plans," long-awaited
blueprints for the customized follow-up
care they'll require for years.
Few today get that careful send-off
as they leave cancer specialists and
head back to their regular doctors, even
though the Institute of Medicine alerted
the nation two years ago that these survivors' special needs weren't being
met.
Now a major doctors' group is creating easy-to-fill-out checklists that survivors can hand to future physicians —
what checkups to get and when, what
late side effects their treatment may
trigger, what new symptoms to watch
for.
The American Society for Clinical
Oncology recently posted the first such
documents — for colorectal and breast
cancer — on its Web site, free to copy
and customize. ASCO is developing
guides for other leading malignancies
— lung cancer is next — and a more

general plan for less common cancers.
"We're at the cusp of a very dramatic change in the way we're going to be
delivering coordinated care for cancer
survivors," predicts Dr. Patricia Ganz
of the University of California, Los
Angeles, a cancer survivorship specialist who spearheaded the ASCO guides.
Today, "the patient feels lost," she
explains. "If everybody has the same
marching orders, it will be a lot easier."
There are roughly 10 million cancer
survivors, a population rapidly growing
thanks to advances in early detection
and treatment.
When active treatment ends, those
people too often don't realize their simmering health risks. It's not just the possibility of the initial cancer returning or
a new one forming. Treatment may
have left infertility, memory or mobility damage, impaired organ function.
Some side effects may not appear for
years. Then there are psychosocial consequences, from depression to problems keeping health insurance.
Consider the contrasts: Have a baby
and you're sent home with care instructions: including when mom and child

are to check in with their respective
doctors. Have heart surgery, and likewise you receive nutrition and exercise
rules, a list of worrisome symptoms and
a checkup date.
Cancer treatment typically is far
lengthier and complicated. Yet oncologists until now have had no standard
way to offer a similar guide. Doctors
like Ganz have pioneered survivor
plans at specially designated cancer
centers, but few people are treated at
such hospitals.
"A lot of patients get dropped," says
Dr. Aziza Shad, who directs
Georgetown University Hospital's cancer survivorship program and writes
survivor plans for her own patients.
"I personally think it's the responsibility of every treating oncologist to
have this information available," Shad
adds. "You did the treatment. ... Your
responsibility is also the aftercare."
The new guides come in two parts.
First is a detailed treatment summary:
The cancer's type and stage; tests of
lymph nodes, genes and other indicators of prognosis; how much
chemotherapy
patients
actually

Study finds quickly treating
employee depression helps
workers, company's bottom line

C

CHICAGO
(AP)
Because of the study's
Investing in depressed employ- results, UBH began offering a
ees — quickly getting them similar program after the study
treatment and even offering tele- ended more than a year ago.
phone psychotherapy —.can cut
Dr. Ken Duckworth, medical
absenteeism while improving director of the nonprofit
workers' health, a study sug- National Alliance on Mental
gests.
Illness, praised the research as
Many employers view mental "a real advance."
health coverage as a financial
"This study shows employers
black hole, but the study shows benefit" from paying attention
that spending money on depres- to depression, Duckworth said.
sion is a smart business move, His group supports a bill before
said researcher Dr. Philip Wang. Congress that would require
Wang works for the National employers to offer mental health
Institute of Mental Heallh. insurance coverage that is equal
which funded the study.
to that provided for physical illEmployees who got the nesses, when policies cover
aggressive intervention worked both.
on average about two weeks
The study involved 604
more
re during the yearlong study white-collar and blue-collar
than those who got the usual workers at 16 large U.S. compacare — advice to see their doctor nies. Employees included pilots.
or seek a mental health special- lawyers, bankers, truckers and
janitors.
ist.
Also, more workers in the
The
study
volunteers
intervention group were still answered an online screening
employed by year's end — 93 questionnaire that found signs of
percent vs. 88 percent — sav- depression. Half got the usual
ings that helped employers care, including a letter suggestavoid hiring and training costs, ing they contact their primarycare doctor or call UBH for
the researchers said.
In addition, intervention referral to a mental health speemployees were almost 40 per- cialist.
The intervention group got
cent more likely to recover from
depression during the yearlong repeated telephone calls during
study. which is reported in non-work hours from UBH case
Wednesday's Journal of the managers trained in mental
health treatment. Case managers
American Medical Association.
The researchers haven't fin- urged workers to get treatment
ished a formal cost-benefits and called periodically to see
analysis but early results suggest how it was going.
When workers resisted seeksavings from more hours
worked averaged to about ing help, case managers offered
$1,800 per employee. That far telephone psychotherapy, which
exceeds the program's initial many employees viewed as less
$100 to $400 per worker cost. stigmatizing and more convenThe benefits also likely exceed ient than office visits with a psyother costs, including drugs and chiatrist, Kessler said.
About 40 percent of workers
therapy too, the researchers said.
"We knew before that treat- in both groups got antidepresing depression makes good
medical sense. This suggests
that it makes good business
sense," said Dr. Thomas Insel.
director of the institute.
The percentage of workers
who improved substantially 31 percent — or who recovered
— 26 percent — was low even
in the intervention group. Thai
was comparable to the rate of
improvement in other studies of
people with depression.
The results are important
because depression takes a hefty
toll on the U.S. workplace.
affecting about 6 percent of
employees each year and costing over $30 billion annually in
lost productivity, said study coauthor Ronald Kessler. a
School
Medical
Harvard
researcher. Kessler has worked
as a paid consultant for several
drug companies, including mak ers of antidepressants.
Two other co-authors arc
employees of United Behavi,,r ,4'
Health. the large managed
company involved in the study.
and own stock in UBH's parent
company. The research compared UBH's usual mental
health coverage with the expen
mental telephone-based outreach program devised for the
research

sants. Intervention group workers were 60 percent more likely
to get treatment from a mental
health specialist.
More employees in the treatment group stayed employed, a
savings for the company.
Among those; participating
were workers at International
Truck and Engine Corp., based
in Warrenville, Ill. Dr William
Bunn, the company's medical
director, said the results influenced International Truck to
enhance its mental health coverage and do more employee
depression screening.
"Now we know that purchasing a product such as the intervention is going to be cost-effective," Bunn said. "It's not just
the right thing to do, it also
saves money for the company."

received, as side effects often mean
skipped or lowered doses.
The second part is a consumerfriendly list of future exams and what
symptoms to watch for.
A written document is crucial
because even when doctors patiently
explain cancer treatment, "patients are
notoriously overwhelmed and not hearing half of what was said," says Ellen
Stovall of the National Coalition for
Cancer Survivorship, herself a repeat
survivor.
How can it make a difference?
—Say a woman suffers some shortness of breath. Does her family doctor
assume it's the 20 pounds she just
gained — or do a more sophisticated
heart exam because she's a breast cancer survivor? Certain chemotherapy can
cause serious heart damage.
—Say a breast cancer survivor later
gets lymphoma. Her new oncologist
would need to know exactly how much
of the powerful chemo adriamycin she
received before to know if it was safe to
try again.
—Ganz saw a patient last week who
had beaten lymphoma at age 29 with

chest radiation, but now has breast cancer in her 50s. She wanted just the
tumor removed, but that requires radiation therapy and it's often impossible to
radiate the same spot again. Amazingly,
the hospital found her old radiation
records — and doctors could tell the
new rays wouldn't overlap the old, letting her keep her breast.
—And Georgetown's Shad recounts
a child who disappeared from her clinic's follow-up care for five years —
only to reappear with a drastically lopsided face. Radiation had stopped short
the bone growth on one side of his
body, something his new doctors hadn't
anticipated in time to treat.
"Thank god we have plastic surgery," she says with a sigh.
The concern is whether busy oncologists will embrace the guides; they do
create more work. Legislation is pending in Congress that would require
Medicare to pay for cancer-survivor
plans.
"It's going to require a real shift in
doctors thinking about how they spend
their time with their patients and what
they need to know," says Stovall.

Third of men don't wash hands post-bathroom
CHICAGO(AP)— The gen- single best thing people can do In restrooms at the Windy City's
der gap has widened when it to aeoidgetting_sibk,,from colds Shedd Atuarium and Museum
comes to hygiene, according to and the flu to germs lurking in of Science and Industry, 81 peathe latest stakeout by the "hand food, doctors say. And a recent cent of men and women corn:washing police."
Harris Interactive survey found bined washed their hands, corn,.
One-third of men didn't both- 92 percent of Americans said pared to 79 percent at the Big
er to wash after using the bath- they always wash up after using Apple's Penn and Grand Central
room,compared with 12 percent the bathroom.
train stations.
of women, said the researchers
But researchers for the
—At San Francisco's Ferrk
who spy on people in public American
Society
for Terminal Farmers Market, 62.S•
restrooms.
Microbiology found that only 77 percent of men lathered ut;
.
.
They reported their latest percent actually do, when it Women did better, with 84 per-findings at a meeting of infec- comes to public restrooms. cent.
-•
tious disease scientists.
That's a 6 percent decline from a
Carry sanitizer gels anil
Two years ago, the last time similar study in 2005.
wipes in case the means to wask
the survey was done, only oneThe dirty details:
your hands aren't handy, sut
quarter of men didn't wash,
—Atlanta's Turner Field gested microbiologist Judy Daly,
compared with 10 percent of baseball stadium again was the of Primary Children's Medical
women.
worst. Only 57 percent of guys Center in Salt Lake City, who
"Guys need to step up to the there washed up, compared to led the project.
sink," said Brian Sansoni, 95 percent of women.
"These are a marvelous addispokesman for the Soap and
—New York was Second tion to plain soap and water,'"
Detergent Association, which City to Chicago in cleanliness. she said.co-sponsors the survey and
related education campaigns.
The latest study was based on
observations last month of more
than 6,000 people in four big
Try this:
cities.
Frequent hand washing is the
TM
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears

No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted
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Dr. Phillip Klepper
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Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

ehysician's Hearing Center
IV Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
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Etherton Chiropractic
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new Acute Inpatient Rehab Unit at Murray Hospital focuses on
helping our patients recover from recent injury or illness, while achieving
amazing results.

Our comprehensive team of rehab specialists have years of experience and
work closely with the patient and family to establish goals, participate in
therapy, and plan for discharge.
(We are committed to providing a wide range of rehab services and support
to our patients.
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Acute inpatient Rehabilitation Program
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Volunteers express 'Gifts From the Heart'
By HOLLY WISE
tall Writer
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National math,
reading gains are reported

NANCY ZUCKERBROD
AP Education Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP) — It's the kind of report card a parentl
would probably be happy to sec come home with the kids.
Elementary and middle schoolers posted across-the-board gains
in math and more modest improvements in reading in national test
results released Tuesday.
The national assessments, sometimes referred to as the nation's
report card, provide the only uniform way to compare student
progress in a variety of grades and subjects across the country.
The test scores landed in the midst of a raging debate in Congress
over renewal of President Bush's signature No Child Left Behind
education law, and provided ammunition for those who want to see
it extended with minimal changes.
"If we hadn't seen progress today. I think it might have been the
death knell for renewing the law.- said Bruce Fuller, a professor of
education and public policy at the University of California at
Berkeley. "It's definitely going to give the proponents some evidence that five years into the experiment, we're seeing some uptick
thefl /Cl/CI-111,e 4,,,UnI)v
in some parts of the country."
.1Ie st. Iccticd by a commitBush welcomed the news, calling it proof that his policies are
( hits Iwo NuILIIIICers are
HOLLY WISEtedger a Times "producing positive results for students across the country."
Members
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Purchase
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Clothing
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work
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The 2002 law requires schools to test students annually in math
4 In, r‘t.
tIlUtneers the Heart seminar here in which homemade gift ideas were presented
and reading. Schools that miss benchmarks face increasingly tough
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According to Ellegood. the tat- ing to the MCV website
The national tests were Administered nationwide last winter.
Calloway counties and are
_
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est trend is altering ready-to"If there's some knowledge scheduled to appear in Fulton Overall, math scores were tip for fourth- and eighth-graders at every.
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ily. an accomplishment ha.s been pay SI° to attend the seminar. better in math, up from 36 percent two years ago. when the test was
tier t" !elite from hairThe purpose ot the program made." said Hale. a ho smiled All of the presented gift ideas last given. Hitting the proficient mark
is the goal. policymakers say.
tn. t• ,he was accept- I'. to work with local extension and added. "I
absolutely love are compiled in a booklet with
—Nearly a fifth of the fourth-graders tested still couldn't do
!. ‘/14 .1, In 11.1111Itil: tor two offices to Iurther community
job
step-by-step instructions and basic-level work, such as subtracting a three-digit number from a
educational programs And it,
The solunteers base present- patterns
four-digit one. But fewer students fell into that category than in
•.i•lairied she selected
2005.
—Among eighth-graders, 32 percent were proficient or better in
math. up 2 percentage points from last time.
—Seventy-one percent performed at the basic level or better, up
from 69 percent two years ago.
55 \`
,1111(.1()N
\Pt
11)4.' Muse Children's Health Insur.uwe Program. or level hut base trouble affording private
The math scores have generally been on a steady upward trajecexpand health insurance SUMP. by $.15 billion user five years. Bush health insurance. 11w proposed
expansion. tory since the early 1990s, well before the No Child Left Behind law
I Ire:1 t,ur the I kttloilatli • led victory se!,,
. he will sew the bill due to its cost, its backed by most governors and many health- was enacted.
,
lised hes.itise the margin reliance on a tobacco taIL Increase and Its advocacy-groups. would add 4 million
chil"In many cases, the cumulative gain has been extraordinary," said
t.- smallI., overritk• President Bush's potential for replacing private insurance dren to the rolls
Kathi King, a math teacher in Oakland. Maine who serves on the
4. cto
with government grants
The bill drew support from 45 House National Assessment Governing Board, which oversees the tests.
I, 114'
a health ale ds.b.ite likely
5(.1111' is a state-federal programn that Republicans, many ot theni moderates who "It's pretty clear that we must
be doing something right."
• HiI. hit 'I$ elcttiour., the House pros ides coserage tot 66 million duldren do not
want to he depicted as indifferent to
Jim
Rubillo,
executive
director
of the National Council of
—1,, es paliCt- me- - State- from -families that live- abot_q_be poverty lowdqcome children's health
need'.
Teachers of Mathematics, says math teachers are getting more on- 'the-job trammg than they used to.
"Teachers know more about mathematics." he said.'They know
more about how students learn mathematics."
There also is a widespread belief that it's easier for teachers to
affect math scores than reading scores, because math is almost
entirely a school-based subject while children get varying degrees of
exposure to reading at home.
In reading. fourth-grade scores were higher than they were two
years ago. But eighth-grade reading scores only moved up a little.
—A third of fourth-graders were proficient or better at reading —
up 2 percentage points from 2005. Kids working at that level could
identify a literary character's problem and descnbe how it was
solved.
—Sixty-seven percent of fourth-graders could do at least basiclevel work, up from 64 percent last time.
—There was no increase in eighth-graders working at the proficient or advanced levels. About a third could do that level of work.
meaning they could identify the literary genre of a story, for example.
—Seventy-four percent of eighth-graders could read at a basic
level, up I percentage point from 21E5.
Darvin Winick. chair of the National Assessment Governing
Board, said it was discouraging that there wasn't more progress in
eighth-grade reading. He said boosting the reading skills of older
children "should be the next national imperative."
David Gordon, a member of the testing board and the school
superintendent in Sacramento. Calif.. said educators and policymakers must focus on bringing up the scores of minonty students. "We
owe it to those kids to make them competitive." he said.
One goal of No Child Left Behind is to shrink the gap in math
And reading scores between minority and white students.
The test results showed the reading achievement gap between
black and white fourth-graders narrowed this year. as did the gap
between black and white eighth-graders in math. But the gaps in
other grades, as well as those between whites and Hispanics. held
steady.
Students in the Distnct of Columbia and the following states
posted gains in math in both grades: Delaware. Hawaii. Indiana.
Kentucky. Massachusetts. Missouri. New Hampshire. New Mexico.
Al) Merchandise In The Store.
New Jersey. North Dakota. Oklahoma. Pennsylvania. Vermont and
Regular Price, In Stock. Must present coupon
Virginia.
Good only at Of
[atm & Home.
In reading. students in the District of Columbia. Florida, Hawaii
and Maryland saw their scores go up in both the fourth and eighth
One coupon per purchase.
grades
The states set their own policies regarding the percentage of me=MTh fiRKSHOMF
cial education and limited English speakers who take the tests.
Overall nationally, however, more kids with disabilities and limited English skills have been taking the tests in recent years
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Ahmadinejad:
Iraq will ignore
U.N. nuclear
resolutions
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By The Associated Press
UNITED NATIONS (AP) --Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad told world leaders
his country will defy any further
U.N. Security Council resolutions imposed by "arrogant
powers" seeking to curb its
nuclear program, accusing them
of lying and imposing illegal
sanctions against Tehran.
He said it is "high time for
these powers to return from the
path of arrogance and obedience
to Satan to the path of faith in
God."
Undeterred, France and
Germany increased pressure on
the Islamic republic at the U.N.
General Assembly's annual ministerial meeting on Tuesday,saying they would not accept a
nuclear-armed Iran.
"Let's not fool ourselves: If
Inits were tri,acquire the nuclear
bomb, the consequences would
he
disastrous,"
German
Chancellor Angela Merkel told
the session.
The high-level General
Assembly
session
on
Wednesday features speeches by
Iraqi Prime Minister Noun alMaliki and Cuban Foreign
Minister Felipe Perez Roque.
Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez had been slotted to
speak in the afternoon, but he
pulled out at the last minute,
leaving his foreign minister to
take his place.
Ahmadinejad on Tuesday
also indirectly accused the
United States and Israel of violating Inman rights_ by setting
up secret prisons, abducting
people, holding trials and enacting secret punishments without
any regard to due process, and
tapping phone conversations.
"They use various pretexts to
occupy sovereign states and
cause insecurity and division
and then use the prevailing situation as an excuse to continue
their occupation. For more than
60 years, Palestine, as compensation for the loss they incurred
during the war in Europe, has
been under the occupation of the
illegal Zionist regime," he said.
Referring to the U.S. government's policy on Iraq, he said:
"They even oppose the constitution, National Assembly and the
government established by the
vote of the people, while they do
not even have the courage to
declare their defeat and exit
Iraq."
Ahmadinejad told leaders
that the world powers on the
Security Council had politicized
Tebran's nuclear program, making military threats and imposing sanctions against the country
As they demanded it suspend
uranium enrichment.
He announced to the assembly that the nuclear issue was
now "closed" as a political issue
and Iran would pursue the monitoring of its nuclear program
"through its appropriate legal
path." the International Atomic
Energy Agency. which is the
U.N.'s nuclear watchdog.
Mohamed
IAEA
chief
ElBaradei and Iranian officials
agreed in July that Tehran would
answer questions from agency
experts by December on more
than two decades of nuclear
activity — most of it secret until
revealed more than four years
ago. IAEA technical officials
returned to Tehran this week to
start probing outstanding questions, some with possible
weapons applications
The U.S. delegation walked
out of the General Assembly
chamber when Ahmadinejad
went to the podium. leaving
only a low-ranking note-taker to
listen to his speech. which also
indirectly accused the U.S. and
Israel of human nghts violations. Gonzalo Gallegos. a State
Department spokesman. said the
U.S. wanted "to send him a
powerful message "
Ahmadinejad remained in the
General Assembly for Bush's
leech. but a 1..1.N. diplomat in
the chamber said he pulled out

his translation earpiece before
Bush started to talk.
Iran insists that its nuclear
program is purely peaceful and
aimed solely at producing
nuclear energy. But the United
States and its European allies
believe the program is a cover
for Iran's real ambition — producing nuclear weapons.
Ahmadinejad has defied two
AP
Security Council resolutions
demanding it suspend uranium Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, President of the Islamic Republic of Iran addresses the 62nd session of the United Nations General
enrichment and imposing sanc- Assembly Tuesday at United Nations headquarters.
tions against key figures and
organizations involved in the
nuclear program. He made clear
in his speech Iran does not
intend to comply with them
now.
Iran has decided "to plinth'
the issue through its appropriatc
legal path ... and to disregard
unlawful and political impositions by the arrogant powers."
he sir&
"Some powers sacrifice all
human values including honesty,
purity and trust for the advancement of their goals," he said.
"They lie openly, level baseless
charges against others, act contrary to legal norms and damage
the climate of trust and friendship."
At a news conference later,
he said Iran's efforts still will be
geared toward preventing sanctions, but he maintained that the
Security Council sanctions
against his country were "completely illegal."
While Iran is allowing the
IAEA to inspect its known
nuclear facilities, it no longer
allows inspectors freedom to
probe deeper and look for suspicious activities on short notice
anywhere in the country as it
once did.
The U.S. initially opposed
the ElBaradei plan, fearing it
could draw attention away from
Iran's defiance of the Security
Council. It later endorsed the
plan while emphasizing that Iran
must heed the council's
demands.
A third Security Council resolution, with tougher sanctions,
is being discussed, although
there is no agreement on it.
President Bush has refused to
take military action off the table
if Iran does not comply.
Before Ahmadinejad spoke,
President
Nicolas
French
Sarkozy warned the assembly
that allowing Iran to arm itself
with nuclear weapons would be
an "unacceptable risk to stability
in the region and in the world."
"There will not be peace in
the world if the international
community falters in the face of
the proliferation of nuclear
arms," he said. The Iranian crisis
thite. 5(.
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Bush scarcely mentioned the
Iranian nuclear standoff in his
speech. instead harshly criticizing Myanmar's military dictatorship, which he accused of
imposing "a I9-year reign of
fear" that denies basic freedoms
of speech. assembly and worship in the country.
In an angry defense of Iran.
Nicaragua's leftist President
Daniel Ortega chastised the U.S.
for seeking to restrict its right to
enrich uranium, which is
allowed under the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty.
Ortega said the United States,
as "the only country in the world
to have dropped nuclear bombs
on innocent people," had no
nght to question the nght of Iran
and North Korea to pursue
nuclear technology for "peaceful purposes."
Prime
Israeli
Former
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
that
News
Fox
told
Ahmadinejad should not have
been invited to address the
General Assembly.
"Ahmadinejad is expanding a
fanatic doctrine of genocide. He
is developing nuclear weapons
to achieve it." he said
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Pursuant to an elocution order to dispose of proper
ty seized to satudy • Judgement to recover Muellee
owed
The Calloway County Sheriff Dept will offer at highest bid the following items(not all inclusaveY assortment of mechanics wrenches, socket drivers and
sockets, screwdnvers, compound hunting bow.
portable television, assorted vehicle repair items,
reciprocating saw, and other items
The sale will take place on October 2_2007 orumoth
at 10.00AM in front of the Calloway County Sherte.
Dekartment 304 Maple Street; All property 1,
as Is with no guarantees or warranty Sales ar,
at the time of the sale
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Law liar Rd11104111 Spool*
Sprier Veins, Sun Spots,
Skin Reglienelion.
761-41)99
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activibes.
SWIM
A child needs you,
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
BARTENDER. DAYS &
NIGHTS 641 Club in
Puryear. Tennessee.
Good pay for the fight
person 4 or 5 days a
week Must be neat in
appearance
Bring
resume in person 11-6
731-644-3796
84G Apple Cafe needs
day server & kitchen
heft) APPIY In Pelson
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions. Certified Nursing
Assistants. We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
Packet's. APPfY in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRPTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
to the 10110WIng Positions: Fullilme LPN
We offer corepeOlve
mesa and an amid
lent banal midge
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
&Maven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton. KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
CAREGRIVER to sit
with elderly couple
436-2949
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DRIVERS: A steady
destyls! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem!
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818 ext. 150.
FT
Production
Assistant:
Peco
is
Products
LLC
accepting applications
for a qualified person in
our graphics department producing trade
show
displays.
Computer
skills
required, and a very
basic knowledge of
graphic
terminology/graphic
concepts: Photoshop &
Al. No 4 year degree
needed Send resume
to. Peco Products. P.O.
Box 363, Murray, KY
42071 or
info0pecoproducts.co
FT Sales Rep., Comm
sales, qualified leads.
Send resume to Paco
Products. LLC.
Box 363, Murray KY
42071
email
or
info0pecoproducts
crn
FT/PT
TWO
(2)
Customer
Service
Representatives needed Basic computer
skills a must and excellent phone skills/voice
needed Above average hourly rate plus
commission
Send
resumes to
Peco
Products, P.0 Box
363, Murray, KY 42071
or
info0pecoproducts.co
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM
only
MAX Fuel Express is
now hiring customer
service
representsfives Must be able to
wort( any shit Retail
experience preferred
but will train the right
person '
,
lease apply in
person at any of the
folly/log locations 2185
US Hwy 641N, 1302
Main St . or 506 N 4th
St EOE
MOTORCYCLE
mechanic needed Call
270-382-2444 for interview
National Property
Management
Company is seeking a
tull time Assistant
Manager with book
keerffnit experience
*Drug Free Workforce
'Background
Screening 'Benefits
'Equal Opportunity
Employer'Please tax
resume to (270)759NOW taldng applications kw all position.
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonle
Drive-ln. 217 8. 12111t
IL, Murray, KY. No
phone corns.
PAPA John's now
accepting applications
lot shift leaders Must
neve one year restaumanagement
rant
sigserience and limdbie
hours. Applications ca'
be picliad up at Papa
John's, Murray No
phone was Pietas

‘Nelliivss Center Manager, Susan E. Bauemfeind Student
Reocation and Wellness Center, Murray State University. Full-time,
nontenure track, 12 month position to begin January, 2008.
Qualifications: B.S. in Physical Education, Recreation, Exercise
Science or related field with two (2) years experience working with
recreation programming, required. One(I) year experience supervising recreation facility and student staff preferred. Demonstrated ability to multi-task and possess excellent communication skills and a
working knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel, required. Willingness
to work irregular hours, on-call, evenings, weekends and holidays,
required. Experience working with budgets in university setting preferred. Responsibilities: Supervision, selection, and training of student staff, budget and payroll oversight, inventory control for equipment and supplies, scheduling of events, recreation programming,
coordination of fitness initiatives and maintenance, supervision of
pool, staffing of facility holidays and break periods, development and
enforcement of facility guidelines and policies, adherence to risk
management procedures. supervision of outdoor equipment rental,
being on-call during operational howl Applicadon Deadline;
October 19, 2007. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume. and
names with contact information of three professional references to:
Jim Baurer, Chair. Search Committee, Murray State University, 314
Curris Center. Murray. KY, 42071. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray Stale University is an Equal Education
and Employment Opportunity: M/F/D, AA employer

Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to Work

early hours.
.Interested persoli,s
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray,KY
Please No Phone Calls
Summit Foods
Now looking for a Front of the Roust:
Manager for new full service restaurant in
Murray. KY
*5 day work week
'Paid vacations
*Benefits Available
*Fun work environment
*Competitive Salary
Restaurant Management Experience
not required but preferred
Email resumes to chefiergstgyahoo.com

CAREY COUNSELING
CENTER,INC.
Providing mental health services in
West Tennessee for more than 30
years, CAREY has offices in Camden,
Huntingdon, Paris, Trenton, and
Union City. Currently recruiting for
the following positions:
CASE MANAGERS &
SCHOOL RASED PROGRAMS
Bachelor's degree in the field of
Counseling, Psychology, or Social
Work
Please submit resume, letter of inter
est, and positionts) of interest to:
HR Department
P.O. Box 30
Paris,TN 38242
No phone calls please.
EOE
Adult Foster Care Provider needed for
female adult d asnowed with mental
retardation developmental
Provider home may he an individual or
family. Single level home preferred.
Monthly service fee as well as room and
board stipend provided. Training will be
provided by four Rivers Applicant must be
21 or older and must comply with required
background checks. Send resume to Anne
Thurman, Human Resource Director, Four
Rivers Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway,
Suite 201, Paducah, KY 42001 ROE
Open till filled.

Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m.
Contact director at

809-3899
OT E-mail
41, conwelcatioroughOmurraystate.edu
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PAINTING contractor is
ecruiting experienced
professional iourneymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting expen•
ence. Position includes
benefit plan including
Health, Retirement &
paid vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.
PROGRAMMER
Analyst, Information
Systems Department,
Murray
State
University. Full-time,
non-tenure track position to begin Novmeber
2007. Qualifications:
Bachelor degree in
computer science or
related field preferred,
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
experience as an appliprogrammer
cation
analyst. Knowledge of
applications programming, systems analysis, relational databases, and programming
support functions is
required. Experience
with PLJSOL, Oracle
Stored
procedures.
and
Oracle
Development tools preferred. Must possess
strong interpersonal
skills (both written and
verbal)
R•sponsIbIlltles
Under direction of
Manager,
Administrative
Computing, provide
systems development.
assist in the support
and implementation of
SunGarcl Banner ERP,
and perform all duties
associated with the
support of University
administrative applications
Application
Deadline: October 12,
2007 To Apply: Send
letter of application,
resume, and three current letters of professional reference to
Programmer
Chair,
Analyst
Search
Committee.
Administrative
Computing,
Information Systems,
Murray
State
Unrversity, 112 I & T
Building, Murray. KY
42071-3347
Warner,
and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
Murray State Unmersity
is an Equal Education
Employment
and
opportunity, MeFir), M
orittriorlw
STEVEN G. Sanwa.
CPA/CFP firm seeks
CPA
Compensation
commensurate
to
experience
Fax
resume to
(270)382-2781

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

(Orr MI
.it I'll

ompany *rivers:
Earn up to 4111 tpm

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

—ffienlettee veer 1410•110.4‘
e'er!, 60.600
C0.110, Hee &pp* ed

lacI MOM

to Tome...,
Owner Operators:

123opm*
Includes Fuel
Surchargehtme Mores
'bawd

060

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

available for ages 2 - 10 years

150
Areciss
For Si.

(KO

lladdersta Iditeansa

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person.
lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall.
cover, retail 67.300,
must sell $3,600
(573)300-1031

•No Nr(
• Vo Loisehros/L,Ftl.crimit
• OfIeffaai NE a Ada
• 22 wcal mu, age

1-800-848-0405
www.ptl-inc.com
PART-TIME
Office
Assistant at local CPA
firm Busy phones.
attention to detail, good
people skills, professionalism and confidentiality
required.
Reply to P.0 Box
1040-W. Murray. KY
42071.
& Dikkare

31" Sony Vega flat tube
TV $500 Call
293-9807
BOWFLEX Power Pro
$300 or make offer
Home Theater system
ylith surround sound,
$50 or make offer Cali
227-8379
BRAND new Maytag
portable dishwasher.
Never used, $300 firm.
Excellent
condition
Amson ladder deer
stand, $100 firm.
761-4155

CLEANING for Homes
Of Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
ROOM For Me To
Grow 2
'A Division of Room To
Grow Preschool"
Open House' Sept. 27,
530-7:00. 404 N. 4th
St., Suite G. 761-6811
Accepting enrollment
ages 0-3.
WILL babysit Great
references
270-293-4984
WILL clean houses
Flexible hours
314-348-1738
WILL dean houses
Please call 293-5806
WILL do caregmng in
your home Clean,
cook, laundry, and
whatever needs to be
done Will also consider live in wrth 2 days
oft 15 years experience Have reference
Janet 270-873-2148

Ceramic tile by the box
or by the pallet $.59
sq ft and up Large
quantities available
270-443-4590
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
COMPUTER and monitor.
2003
Dell
Dimension
4550
Series, Intel Pentium 4
Processor at 2.0 GHz,
$120. 270-759-8082

Articles
For Sds
Calloway County
•'clonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
In stock Pre-finished
hardwood floonng
$1.79 sq ft.
270-443-4590
NEW pool table, never
used. 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt
acc package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
PRIME LOCATION! 2
crypts
at
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel
level
2
(479)750-4811
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4•roorn FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming w/1-10 upgrade.
Get months 3 FREE of
HBO & Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901
STRAW for sale. $2.60
bale. 227-7352,
753-4582
Surplus Sales • kys
Largest Liguidators of
Pre -finished hardwood floonng ($1.79
sq ft). Laminate ($.69
sq ft), Tile (.59 sq ft) 270-443-4590
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell Tictyveli

99 Fleetwood 16x70
288 28A, very private
one acre lot, Lynn
Grove area, all appliances $45,000 or furnished
$52,000
(270)293-8933
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS available for
first time home buyers.
Zero down, your land
or family land. Ends
10/15/2007.
731-684-9109
NEW 3BR singlewide
on 1 acre lot, move-in
ready, no rentals_
$51,500
(270)978-0921

28R 1BA mobIN hams,
12x72,
furnished.
Weekly $90, monthly
$350. Plus security
deposit. No pets. Water
& trash included. 166
Rolling Acres Ln.
753-6558
NICE 268 trailer No
pets. 753-9866

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR, various locations,
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR IBA, all appliances,
C/H/A.
641/Northwood
270-753-0259
2841 brick, **rid hookup,
carport, patio. No pets.
$355 a month.
753-6931 or 293-6070

2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo.
293-7738 293-1446
2BR duplex, nice,
753-9075
C/H/A, appliances fur(270)227-2193 nished. Venous locaTruck
loads
of tions. Coleman RE
Laminate flooring in 753-9898
washer/dryer,
stock. $.69 per sq. ft. 2BR,
dishwasher,
quiet
270-443-4590
VERA Bradley Capri neighborhood, no pets,
Melon bowler and wal- $475/month + deposit
let. $80 firm. Excellent 753-0919
condition. Used 2 48R 28A, all appliweeks. Paid $127. 293- ances. central H/A.
8526, 753-5661
Coleman RE 753-9898

SOUTH WOOD condominiums. All appliances Included.
FRIGIDAIRE Gallery
767-9946.
Super Capacity Heavy
HAZEL Apartments
Duty washer & dryer.
Work great Less than Now taking applicaDon't overpay for your
2 years old $395 OBO tions for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
re-modeling! Laminate
270-293-4721
Mobility
impairment
flooring, Ceramic
GE side-by-side refrig- accessible.
Phone:
Pre-finished hardwood
21 cut., ice 492-8721
erator.
Mon &
and more Ky's
maker,
almond
color,
Thurs
Largest Liquidator
$175. 227-7708
10-12am. TOD No.
270-443-4590
1-800-648-6056. Equal
RGE
LA
FEATHERLITE
aluHousing Opportunity.
SELECTION
minum flat bed for a 1 LIVE Oak Apts.
ton truck, $1.000 20'
USED APPLIANCE'.
Newly Remodeled
gooseneck w/ramps,
WARD ELKINS
188 $290.00
$1,800. 4'x8' utility trailOn the Square Aiturrc.
288 $340.00
er, $300. 437-4295,
388 $425.00
(270)753-1713
227-6611
$100 deposit special
HD Televisions
for qualified applicants.
Come by Olympic
Office hours 8-2
Plaza to see our selecMon-Fn
tion of HO televisions.
Call today for appoint.
boxblade,
6'
used
1
Flat screen Plasma &
merit
LCDs Rear Proiection time $300 cash
753-8221
LG. Toshiba, 435-4714
also
NICE 28R Duplex apt.
Hitachi & Sony We
on Northwood Dr.
have a large selection
All appliances including
MAI
of entertainment cenwasher & dryer. $450
ters & TV carts
Beasley Antenna & WINTER upright piano 753-5992
Good
condition
Satellite 759-0901
NICE 2BR duplex
Excellent starter piano Carport. No pets 227HOVEROUND MVP-4 $800.
270-753-5549
3054 or 753-7457
power wheelchair Like

120
Coripulsrs
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service repairs
759 3556

EMIWant lo 9try
ANT1OUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. corn
& pocket knife collections 293-6999
The Place to
"tart.

12X24 storage building
w/tront porch. New.
$3.900 firm. 492-8222

150

Murra v

edger & Times

Awesome

new. New batteries
270-293-4721

(270)753-1916

som. GRAND wEA;.-t mr.
im READY iv
I I I,
I;

435-1478 • 210-8488

14x65 mobile home
28R and 2 full bath,
central heat & air In
Murray city limits. Cal
293-3828
2003 Clayton 16x80
3br, 2ba, vinyl siding
Shingle roof, extra nice
(270480-2525
HARDIN, 14x60 2/9
C/H/A,
wetreplace,
$3.500. 1982 Chevy
truck. $500.
256-520-5675

NICE clean 28/1 apartment 1413 Millwood
Lease, deposit No
Pets. $400 month 7670884, 226-9566
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroorn Ants
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cid Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4964.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO *1-800-648-6056

CLAssmos

28 • Wednesday. September 16, 2007

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
()Tuo and (Wt. Bedroom Apartments
( creed Heat and Au
c14iNt Nprikations
Office Hours 8 m.- 12 p.m.jc3
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

I

Amateels For Neel
RED OAKS APTS
84miefillf
SIO0 Deposit
1BR $325
ZEIR 1375
Call Today!
753-86118.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We eel boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
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NEW
construction
FSBO,
116
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates 4811
2 SBA. Cr/wildest room,
family room Floor
hardwood, tile, carpet
NIG& priced to sell
753-3966 293-9747
752-0624

-02 Ford F-150
Supercrew, beige,
78.000 moles. V8.
$12.000
(270)345-2505

REDUCED
price"
2003 Victory Cruiser
1 507 cc's/92 cubic
inches 9,000 miles,
new tires Lots of
extras $7.800 Call
705-7692

LAM
LAWN SERVK
Mowing. Manic urin
taindstaping &
Swat Vacuuming
Sacislacison gu wantred
753-1816 •41811

410M.1.0411M
le•telC•••

tBRsncounfy Lease
dePOisit No pets
753-0726. 994-3338
_
2. 3 & 4BR houses
deposit
Lassa
8
required 753-4109
IBA, newly
2IIR
remodeled, no pets
415 5 tOth $425
month 270-293-4602
2BR lake front proy
with deep water dock
$750 month 7599046
978-3953
28R. I -1r2 beet. all
appkances. no pets
references & tease
required Call
753 7522
- -38R 1 58A, wnmecte
nee conon, extended lease required. no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Foriane Dr $750 Per
month 270-293-4602
38R ?BA, hardwood
ersors 1450 month No
pets 701 Broad St
270 293-4602
3Eifit foreclosure Buy
for one, $19,990 For
listings 800-560-1951
frit S021
38R only $236 per
month 5% down 20
years at fn. APR For
listings 800 560 195*
*it 5891
317141 I 1.28A S w of
town Large yard.
garage door Vilisef.
applarices. $750/rno
• deposit. references.
NO PETS 753-7920
NICE 48R 28A all
apottances hot tub.
fenced in backyard
Call
Cornerstone
Realty and Rental
770-761-7355

USED TIRES
OFFICE or retail space
Prime location 753-2905.
293-1480
VERY nice commercial
building for rase in
Murray area Over
8.800 S F Great for
retest, offices restau
rant, or any kind 01
business Has parking
at, central
and
system
security
S1.800/mo
270-293-9349

ShefONPFd• ifOm

Hickman Kennels
Puptees and adults
Garman import bedi
grees great for work
ing protection
excellent quality pets
731-352 2694
731-415-1846
AXC registered Welch
Corgi small puppies.
Jack Russell Terriers
smile & Australian
Shepherd Blue Merles
hum fused wormed
shots Judy TUrn•I
16181499-1282
16181672-4778
CXC purebred Boston
Timer puppies $350
436-5569
DOG Obedience
436-2858
FREE to a good home
Friendly 1•1/2 yea old
Chocolate Lab/Beagle
mix Cad 752-0299
Ids

ESTATE
SALE
541 Airport Rd
Fri • 8AM-4PM
Sat.• 8AM-I PM

AAF Warehousing
New MSU $2050
75.3- 7668

household items
furniture, clothes
pictures lamps
Everything must

YARD SALE
270-759-4X74
GeC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Mein
(270) 7534266
C411 (270) 2954183
9am 4pin lit-F

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
bleated al ''.10 S adi St
270-436-M%
270-293-6906

Avow

available

AKC German

980 Bethel Rd.
Thura & Fri.
641 SI turn on
80- right on first
rd 1483go one mite
94E to 148.3, left
follow yellow
lines. one mile
430
flee Utile

MURRAY taxa and
Lodi prfreelly hee
unite asseabis 75321105 or 753-7536

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

NEON 111ACIr
MINI-STORAGI
AN Site Unie
*ow Have

Mauna Control

753-3853

Mn

n

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1SOS Lhuguid [Noe • Murray. KY 42071

Murray Ledger & Tholes

43 acres for saki by
owner 30 acres tend
abie 13 acres in tin,
bet 978-0506
436-2051
5 to 295 acres West
Calloway
Possibe
owner financing 4892116. rave message
EIGHTEEN Acres •
Three bedrooms barn
- log cabin - pond Owner wants your
offer $134921 CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
REALTORS 753-1492
Ask for Clayton
Burgess

"OWNER
F INANCING"'
405 5 5th St 3BR
'IBA $2,000 down
$395 month 753-2222
110 Ash St.
11EIA brick Pmts
below S300mo for
qualified buyers
7524456 • 978-0742
227 Jiines St.. Purirear,
TN 3811 158A 1,400
sq ft . recently completely
remodeled
931-627-0761.
931-627-1026
38111 584 brick home
Immaculate move in
oondition $114,900
1116 Feder*
170-293-4602
4 bectrooMbrick, 2bath CH/A, on 2101)
$165,000 Other hat
'AP at
antielestings corn
1270)753-4109

14 15 lb id Starting at S2ii
mounted

Call 753-5606

2002 Kr Optima LX
95,000 mt.. 6 cyi . AC,
AT. PS. PW, PL. Runs
good $3.990 060.
270-293-4721

alta akin
20 pontoon boat
759-4687

%NMI %I:I
Nlitchcil Bros
l'a'.ing
759-0501
753-1537

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
(ALL 1534916

IRA% IS
ASPIIIA1:1
Pau u,. seal.
Hauling
IONA INV/els

2711-753-2279
Since 1986
24 swum gamma
Res • Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

7-5-2
436-2067 Lamb's
Proleesexial Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc. Insured

1991 5 0 Mustang 438-5141 A-AFFORDConvertible
Mallory ABLE Hauling Clean
ignition. unoeninve put out garages, gutters.
ways
Fiowmasters. junk & tree work
$4,000 080. 270-22,
._
3965. 270-492-6164
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up. deliv1991 Mercury Grand ery 436-2887
Marquis IS. One
owner Really babied, A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
great conon
437-3044
293-0347

BADICHOE
TRUCKR110
ROY PILL
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dater wort I Track
hoe
BROWN'S
Garage
Doors
Sales, service & repair
Cal 573-895-2130 or
573-421-8413
CATHY'S
Wallpapering Painting,
Cleaning 270- 2276606 733-4-8904
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2839

ii

%m
ei=

jOE S

JOBS
II

IMO= hheisays,
sumps/
amarele. Upe.

mosa41111
1.13!)
NADEAU'S
Construcnon
.Flooring .Decks
*Vinyl siding •All
Nome Improverne
(270)978-2111
Licensed/insured
aff01111111111021110
D-6 I-4 128 blade
dewing fence rows
underbruerwig, ponds
weenier
19 yrS openence
Greg Renfro,
'270-)934371*
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cis/smog Vinyl, fences
etc (270)527-7176
DINJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don I have time
for
Painting, siding, roots
decks
293-5438

METAL 0
IBURNAV
r Continuous
Gimp Ow Servka
asp"
Omer Grog
an/
MILLS & Son
Pressure Washing
vinyl, wood, brick. Wong, concrete, decks
more
270-227-6160

NEEDI1ELP?
Handrails
Aft
No tab too
Pier estimates
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
WE

SERVICE

WARD ELKINS

antis Ad am&
' •• 3/ Stem 111011....s & Doors
is Metal MONIS & Niers
-C
it CII Saltines
I I, iosph

!I

,s

'
r5 ii
\1 \ %GPM \

SEMI-RETIRED carpenter Start immediately. 753-9440 R L
Woods

HAPPN
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursda). Sept. 27. 2007:
Others challenge you this year
As a result, you find new ways
of relating and processing :n
your life. Though you might not
always he in a positive frame of
mind or perfectly sure as to your
liahilities in hassles, you support
yourNell on the chosen path
Insesitgate different styles of
communication with an eye to
growth and positive change.
Communication proses to he
incisive and could evolse into a
sery nowise asset If sou are
single. the world iktording to
you might he dotted with chowe. Who, what and where might
be your questions Nestling in
seems to be an inordinately
strong dnve. If you are attatheti,
an addition or change to your
home life might be likely
ARIES often instigates a lot of
reactions out of you

\I)\ \I S\
(

"53.4344 • 127-f4i44

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Darnaped floors
Braces & Floor Joets
%MOWN & Plumbing
Orme Gaarnore Owner
W.11 Do InSurhOO• Work
1.4•OrGart, ACOICIOd

731-247-5422

Horoscope

MOCK home for sale
by owner 3 bedrooms.
2 full baths, Central
Pleat and aa MI newly
remodeled 800 N
the Stars Show the Kind of
Murray
17th
St
Have: 5-1)ynaink ,
Day
696300
4-Positive. .1-Average. 2-So-so.
270-7679925
I -Difficult
BRICK HOME under
$50 000,1 Greet stoner
ARIES (March 21-Aprti 19)
home or reerement
***a investigate and open up
horns Herten 28111
BA Hardwood floor in You will finally find someone
much more willing to come up
LF1 and bedrooms
with solutions and ideas Your
Storage room, metal
creativity and ability to get
storage building out
through problems eamsark your
549 900 00 CENTUthoughts Tonight Finally that s
RY 21 SOUTHERN
more Idea ft
HERITAGE
TAURUS (Apr11 20-stay 20';
Minevet Ivey
*a* Know when to pull back
(270)205-5486
and take a deep breath You
EXECUTIVE home el
know way more than others realMurray. unique design
ize
Understand and read
with al amenities. I
between the lines Listen to
acre wooded lot
insight You coutil find that you
reoleownent cost
are eyeing a different penspec$500 000 • sae price
bye Tonight Gel some extra R
$318.000 by owner
and R
(270)753-9818
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
FOR Saleilamse 3811 **** You might wonder if you
28A lakefront property can aocompluirt what you want
we dock. 2-112 car Understand what you want and
garage a WI
then take the next step You can
270- 759-9046
do whatever you want, but why
270-978-3963
not gear 1110 greeter and better
fORECLOSURE, 3811 momenta') Tonight. Awn high
only $19.990 For let- CANCER (June 21-July 22)
wigs 800-580-1951 eat ***** You might want to try
something different and settle a
9000
problem Through deciding to
1%1%11 l)flI
take reePOnalhatY you"
love in111Hi 1411111
uations forward and creels new
Possibilities Don't worry so
much about What you ores%
Tonight A must appearance
%NIA •fr.iii‘vrt,11.
..rolt yrs • mt.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
a*** You might want to try
something very different tf you
Looking tor • ..- are
home or a retirement feel that you cannot pave the
home in Hardin/ This pelt that you want stop There
2811 IBA would be petted 2-ciar garage. sunroom. reseed beck
yam irw doors and le
windows 143.900 00
CENTURY 21 !OUT).HERITACM.
ERN
Merge* Imey
(770)206-6416
Tultia bedroom two
both condo grape
Boa poseetelon
CENTURY 21 Lomas
Jobe REALTORS
75.514412

AAA HANDYMAN
Al types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling. dean up tunic
Garage. yards
buldirsgs
Prompt depended*
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE el PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

OMNI

SIT with *lady, cooking & house okaantiv.
10 years experience.
Have references.
270-489-8123,
270-227-4403.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur Readers using
this information do so
at their own nsk
Although persons and
companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibility wttatsoever for
their activities

How you deal with someone
could change if you stop and
center yourself Tonight Anchor
in.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***a* Have you heed back"
Will you hold back? 11 is an
unlikely scenario just now, especially as you find someone to be
incredibly cntical, touchy or dtfficull Your ability to move a problem and get to the bottom of it
emerges Tonight Speak your
nand.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** You might want to discuss a
situation involving finances

Igloo is a Husky5bepherd mot,
young adult male

WILDUFE
Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
-Soil testing
-Liming and Fertilizing
-Spraying
-Bedding area Design
and Construction
•Wildlite Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519AlaYs
498-8950/evenings
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Pulling someone into the present
for a discussion might be important Assume more control and
direction if you are vested in the
end results Tonight Follow your
instincts
BORN TODAY
Actor Shawn Cassidy (1958).
singer Meat Loaf (1947) baseball player Mike Schmidt (1949)
••11

Jacqueline Blgar IS OR the
Internet at http://www4g2em•
Ilnetsigar.corn.
(c) 2007 by King Featured
Syndicate Inc.

Eissada Is a yellow Labrador
Retriever mix, male, one sear old

SHILTIlt HOURS: MONAIII. le A14-4 PM • SAT. 10 41.43 PM
X mon,information «mlai t
.•
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter •
at (270) 759-4141

When it comes to
redecorating
houses, we take
the cake! We
feature the
best in:

^

• Paint
• Wallpaper
• Window
Treatments
• Flooring

to
Sc'

WI
an.
Jo
of
no
the

27.
to

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

by Jacquelin lint
is a way You simply might not be
seeing it Your sensitivity makes
a difference in how you deal with
others Tonight Add in more
good times
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
***** Know when to defer to
others and say that enough is
enough You might wonder what
you need to do in order to get a
situation to WO6 Worry less and
deter to others who might
behove they have better ideas
nevem tel Tonight Be a duo.•
118114(Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Let others rock and
roll You might want to try something very Whitent and a lot
more fun Say little but try a different approach or add more fun
to a situation Loosen up and
feel what is going on with the
moment Tonight Say yes
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*a* Focus on accomplishmer t
and getting the lob done You are
more even and mellow than you
realize An even steady pace
might be helpful Be careful wrth
how much you are spending
You easily could go overboard
Tonight Stay consistent and
OVEWI
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-D•c.
21)
***** You might want to
rethink a personal matter
Children arid creativity pop up as
attention-grabbers On the Other
hand romance Could be a prime
interest it you are in the right
frame of mersd Tonight Fun and
games
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be more son ova and driven than you realize
Your perspective could change
once you gattlor morn farts
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Your Benjamin Moore
Headquarters
Ilefigsfele Moor.

PAINT PLUS FLOORING
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lookingBack
10 years or
Published is a picture of Stuan Poston, administrator of Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
welcoming 65 people involved in
the health care industry at a meeting held at the West Kentucky
Expo Center. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Tonya and Chad Collins, a boy
to Deneice and Michael Rowland,
twin boys to Angela and Chris
Duncan and a girl to Julie and
George Powers, Sept. 22: a girl
to Samantha and Jimmie Floyd,
Sept. 23

20 years age
Published is a picture of Wayne
Williams, master of ceremonies,
and Barbara Ashcraft Brandon,
unveiling a plaque in honor of
John Wesley Can, first president
of the Murray Sate Normal School,
now Murray State University at
the Founders Day Ceremony at
Murray State The photo was by
Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Mr. and Mrs. S.S. Turnbow
will be married for 50 years Sept.
27.
Births reported include a boy
to Waynette and Thomas Mc Whener, Sept. 21.

to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Ahem Sept.
14.

40 years ago
Army Specialist Jerry L. Glover
is serving with the 138th Signal
Company in Vietnam.
Waylon Rayburn of Murray has
been unanimously elected as executive vice president of the Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
Society, effective Jan. 1, 1968.
Mrs. Virgil Rollins and Mrs.
John Pasco presented a program
at the meeting of Christian
Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church.
SO years ago
Mrs. George Han, guest speaker, spoke about -What Is PTA?"
at the opening meeting of the
Murray Training School Unit of
the Parent-Teacher Association. He
was introduced by William Adams,
president. Mac G. Raney, director, reported 516 students are
enrolled for the 1957-48 school year
and also introduced the teachers.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Melton Morton, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Lilly, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cope
and a girl to Mr and Mrs. Gerald Maupin.

30 years ago

60 years ago

Published is a picture of Mercy
Ambulance Service Director Jerry
Gorrell and Ricky Edwards demonstrating ways to report an emergency to third graders, taught by
Betty Jackson and Gwyn Key, at
Southwest Elementary School. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Lowell Atchley.
Steve Zeit, planner for the city
of Murray, was the speaker at a
dinner meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
held at the cILlb house. He was
introduced by Maxine Scott, "ice.
chairman.
Births reported include a boy

Fourteen members of the faculty of Murray State College have
been added for the 1947-48 school
year, according to Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president. They are Dr. Herbert Halpert, Prof. James A. Tracy,
Ruth E. Nutter, Prof. Charles
Stamps, Prof. E.G. Schmidt, Dr.
Lee Sprowles. Prof. Josiah Darnall, Prof. David J. Gowans, Prof.
John B. Parker, Altie Faughn, Prof.
Auburn Wells, Prof. Joe H. Bailey, Prof. M.O. Thomas and Mary
D. Cropper.
Lou Ellen Adams and Charles
B. Stark were married Sept. 18.

Todaylnilistorlf
By The Associated Press

Ur

Today is Wednesday. Sept. 26,
the 269th day of 2007. There are
96 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Sept. 26,
1957, the musical play "West Side
Story," a retelling of "Romeo and
Juliet" set in modem-day New
York and featunng a score by
Leonard Bernstein and choreography by Jerome Robbins. opened
on Broadway.
On this date:

ESA BV E3
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In 1777. Bntish troops occupied Philadelphia during the American Revolution.
In 1789, Thomas Jefferson was
appointed Amenca's first secretary of state.
In 1907, New Zealand went
from being a colony to a dominion within the British Empire.
In 1955, following word that
President Eisenhower had suffered
a heart attack, the New York Stock
Exchange saw its worst price
decline since 1929.

Aunt feels troubled nephew
could pose threat to her kids
DEAR ABBY: I find myself
in a situation I am not sure
how to handle. My mother has
adopted
my
10-year-old
nephew. The boy has severe
mental and emotional problems because of the home environment he was in with my
sister.

Statins last resort in
treating high cholesterol

happens to her, or tell her I
can't risk having him in my
home? -- NEEDS HELP IN
ARKANSAS
DEAR NEEDS HELP:
Because you feel your nephew
would be a danger to your
children, the answer to your
question is no. You should tell
you mother as soon as possible that in the event that anything happens to her and your
stepfather, she should have
other arrangements in place
regarding the child.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
in my late 80s. I am told I
have a total cholesterol of 402.
My doctor wants to put me
on Lipitor. I hear there are a
lot of side effects from this
pill.
DEAR
READER:
In a small
percentage
of patients,
Lipitor (and
other statin
drugs) can
cause side
effects,
Dr. Gott including
memory
loss, liver
By
inflammaDr. Peter Gott wit
•
and
muscle damage. Therefore, I'd
start by treating your cholesterol level with a low-fat diet.
The next step would be to use
niacin and omega-3 fish oil capsules. As a final option, you
may have to take a cholesterol lowering, nonstatin drug.
Check with your family physician about this plan.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Over
a period of a year, I've lost
aboait rriSounds in weight.
I'm not on medication, am not
ill and eat three meals daily.
These include meat or eggs,
vegetables, fruit and dessert.
It seems that something in my
system isn't operating properly.
I'm 81 years of age and

Mom and I
often
talk
about what
we want to
happen
if
something
should hapDEAR ABBY: Can you help
pen to us. me understand a weird quirk
Dear Abby We know I have noticed with a friend
we need to of mine'? I'll call him "Jerome."
get wills and
By Abigail
Jerome is a middle-aged
living wills professional man with a colVan Buren
made. My lege degree. However, he has
problem is, if something should this habit of seeking out free
happen to Mom and my step- food. Jerome shows up at store
dad, I will be the logical choice grand openings, automobile
to get my nephew.
dealer promotions, new home
I have two young children communities -- you name it.
to consider if I take him in. If there's free food being served,
The boy has already shown he will find it and be the first
predatory tendencies. He has in line. It makes no difference
spent six months in a mental that he doesn't shop at the
hospital because of his prob- place, need a new car, or has
lems. I do not want to bring no plans to buy in the subdihim into my home if I can- vision.
not trust him with my chilCan you explain why somedren. At this point. I don't like one like Jerome would go to
leaving him alone in the house such lengths for a free plate
with them even if I am out- of food? -- MYSTIFIED IN
side.
CALIFORNIA
Abby, I don't want my
DEAR MYSTIFIED: It
nephew to leave the family, may be that your friend can't
but I cannot risk my children's resist trying to get something
safety and bring him into my for nothing. Or it may not be
home. Should I tell Mom that food he's after at all. He may
I'll take him in if something like to mingle in a crowd
because he's lonely.
090

In 1960, the first debate between
presidential candidates took place
as John F. Kennedy and Richard
M. Nixon faced off in Chicago
before a national TV audience.
In 1981. the twin-engine Boeing 767 made its official debut
in Everett, Wash.
In 1986, William H. Rehnquist
was sworn in as the 16th chief
justice of the United States, while
Antonin Scalia joined the Supreme
Court as its 103rd member.
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DEAR ABBY: I started high
school this year. It's the second day of school, and I'm
already feeling overwhelmed.
There is just too much work,
and I can't keep up with it
all. What should I do? -- PANICKED IN MICHIGAN
DEAR PANICKED: Your
feelings are normal for anyone in a new environment, so
calm yourself. Recognize that
high school is different from
grammar school and/or middle school because more
responsibility for learning is
placed on the shoulders of the
student. That's a good thing,
because it will teach you how
to prioritize and budget your
study time wisely.
Try to pinpoint exactly what
it is that's making you feel
overwhelmed. If it's the volume of work, then you will
have to sacrifice something
else in your schedule in order
to keep up with it. If it's the
nature of the work, you should
talk to your teachers now about
possibly getting extra help so
you won't fall behind.

do all my own work, indoors
and outdoors. I have a social
life and do volunteer work,
proof that I'm not inactive. •
I'd appreciate your opinion
on this situation.
DEAR READER: The
cause of unexplained weighi
loss can be difficult to identify because as people age,
they may tend to eat less and
lose weight. Also, the pres-:.
ence of certain (diagnosed and
undiagnosed) diseases can
cause weight loss. Finally,
endocrine disorders, such as a
hyperactive thyroid gland, are
often to blame.
Although this may come as
no surprise to my regular readers. I suggest that you make
an appointment with your primary care physician, who will
examine and (I hope) test you
further. At this point, you need
a thorough evaluation.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My sister, age 75, and I went on a
long trip to Greece. On our
return to the United States,
my sister experienced an odd
problem. The day after she
got home, she wanted to write
a letter, but she couldn't remember how to spell. This lasted
for three days. Then it all
came back to her!
Why did this happen? Was
it a stroke? What should she
do about it?
DEAR READER: Acute
forgetfulness, with or without
confusion, can be caused by
a type of stroke called a transient ischernic attack. Although
TIA symptoms rarely last longer
than a few hours (or days),
the condition is a warning that
a completed stroke is a future
possibility. Have your sister
see a neurologist. She should
not ignore her symptom.

ContractBridge

•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

Last dealer.
Fast-West vulnerable
NORTH
•A Q 6 5
109 62
•K 8
*A K .1 4

WEST

EAST

+174
11K 10 9 3
VIKQ 1073
•A .1 8 4
•6
•10 3 2
+10972
•Q5
SOUTH
+112
if 5
•A Q 1 9 7 54
+86 3
The bidding:
East
West
South
North
Pass
3•
Pass
5•
Opening lead
king of hearts.
When declarer is in a suit contract, his first order of business is to
count his losers. Assuming he finds
there are more losers than he can
afford, his next task is to formulate a
line of play that offers the best
chance of eliminating the excess
laser (or losers).
Cossider this deal where, after
ruffing the second heart lead.
declarer saw he might lose a spade
arid a club and go down one if the
finesses in both black MIAS
South correctly decided he would
attack clubs first, since even if the

finesse lost, dummy's fourth club
would allow him to discard his spade
loser if the missing clubs were
divided 3-3. Finessing spades first
did not offer the same advantage.
Accordingly, he led a diamond to
the king at trick three, then cashed
the club ace (to guard against a singleton queen) and drew two more
rounds of trumps. West discarding
two hearts. A club was next led to the
jack, losing to East's queen. Declarer
ruffed the heart return, but after the
clubs failed to divide evenly, he tned
the spade finesse and finished down
one.
The outcome was admittedly
unlucky, but a purist might say that
South got what he deserved, since a
better line of play was available. The
flaw was in declarer's handling of
the clubs. While his approach would
have succeeded had West held the
club queen or East the Q-x-x, it made
no provision for the Q-x doubleton
with East.
To cater to this possibility, South
should have drawn trumps and then
cashed the A-K of clubs. If the queen
did riot appear, declarer could ruff a
heart and lead a club toward the jack.
By playing this way, he would
assure the contract in all cases where
West held the queen, and would also
succeed whenever Last started with
the singleton. doubleton or tripleton
queen of clubs.

Tomorrow: To guess

or not to guess.
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1 Karate studio
5 Berry product
8 Troubadour
prop
12 Eurasian

mountains
13 Future rah
14 Dry
15 Kind of pool
18 Take sows
17 Mow lodges
18 Korean city
20 Hewing aid/
22 Deep spare
attire (hyph )
24 Owen boater
27 Reckless
30 Foot pedal
32 Wit run from
33 RR terminal
34 Burglar's take
35 Curl wound
37 Like a house
cat
38 Bad-mouth
39 Insect stage
4, Wapiti
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42 Firing siargay
46 Dteconnect
49 Apple nvai
51 Forney fixed
53 Zen question
54 Siesta
55 Modeling
meckum
56 Recedes
57 Dental
anesthetic
58 Dog-owner s
shout
DOWN
I Really liked,
man'
2 Sourdough
strikes
3 Newscaster
— Patsy
5
4 =e
6 Wkle at
7 Sweet wins
8 Secret base
of operations
9 Coffee brewer

ir GET!Meal
Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Local Mail
I
1
Wallovery)
United
Feature Syndicate Inc
9-2802007
I 3too.
I
i 6 ese.--NM I
10 Shiny metal
24 'Madam
111.1Sreaden,
I I yr..—.3104.00 i
I'm —•
19 Yecht
i
25 Treasure-hunt
1
21 Brun:toed
aid
1
i
Rest of KY/TN
23 Sigh
26 Moray
I frir.
,Maid.Mrs't Ilwirsi
I
Of murmur
27 Boleti's
i 3 coo. —VOA 1
spouse
1 6 roo —MN i
28 Takes steps
$121.10 t
29 Mike a blouse 1 lye.
31 Golchal
1
i
32 Not hungry
OlharblaN
i
i
33 illAndng
Selmeripdssa
36 Feeling lousy
I
1
37 IRS payment
I 3all•--$75.110 1
40 Seductive
I 6sa.......--$106.011 1
WOMIDO
1 lyr.—$145111 1
41 vast ages
43 Oa( poison ivy I
i
44 Longest river
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46 rem cousin
47 San Francisco
Nil
48 Apply makeup
50 Moo
companion
52 Use henna
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NYT says
MoveOn
ad should
have cost
$77K more
NEW YORK (AP)
The
New York Threes' ombudsman
says the newspaper violated it's
standards when it gave the liberal activist group Moven)org
$77,508 price break on a fullpage advenisernent targeting
Gen David Pctraeus
organization
The
paid
$64,575. instead of the standard
$142.081. for the ad questioning
the war in Iraq. public editor
Clark Hoyt wrote in a column
published Sunday
Time%
spokeswoman
Catherine lestathis told Hoyt that
an advertising sales representative should base agreed either to
the lower price or the date the
group requested the ad would
run, hut not both Buying an ad
with a guaranteed publication
date costs more than buying one
that might run any day within a
given range. she told The
Associated Press
"We made a iiiistke, she
told Hoyt
The ad also seemed (6 JI
gard internal adsertising standards that ban ads insolving
attacks of a personal nature.
Hoyt wrote
Mathis told the AP the newspaper does not disclose prices or
arrangements offered to specific
ads en sets
Moseon org ...aid in a news
release it would wire the difference in the ad rates to the /inset
-While we helte%e that the
S142.08; figure is Avasc the
market rate paid by most organizations, out of an abundance of
caution we have decided to pay
that rate for this ad," said Eli
Kinser, MoscOn's political
action executive director
Panset added that MoseOn
negotiated A price it thought was
the Times' normal rate 'There is
no evidence of Any kind that the
error in quoting of rates was in
any way based sin the content of
the achertisement or the identity
of it's pufluft.. Pailset said
The full-page d w A% printed
in the Sept 10 editions, the clay
PetrAcus
appeared
before
Congress to Watil against a rapid
withdrawal from Iraq The ad's
headline
-General Petracus
or
r I Betray
ques
honed his honesty and said he
was "constantly at war with the
facts" in go, mg positise assess
menus of the war
'The Ad infuriated cssnsers a
uses.
dismayed
many
Dernosrat% and ignited charges
that the liberal times aided its
friends at kidne4In org with a
steep discount in the pnce paid
K' publish its message." Hoyt
wrote
Hoyt said he was asked to
investigate the Ad rate by
1-reedomstk'atc h isrg,
which
advocates A strong national
defense and a powertul fight
against terrorism, hecause it said
It wasn't offered a 'similar rate
Pulver told Hoyt his group
had called three days before the
ad ran and asked to plase it lie
said MoseOn was told the ad
would cost ShS.000 And that the
ad would run on Sept
I a% it
had requested
-We paid this rate before, so
we resognited it.- Parise, told
the Thor
Mathis told Hoyt the newspaper's advertising reptesentatise
failed to make Ira that the
Times could not guarantee the
Monday placement for the
reduced rate but left Moveks
with the understanding that the
ad would run then
'That was contrary
.*a
policies." she said
Freedom's With president
Bradley A Blakeman praised
Hoyt for cnlisizing the paper's
ad policy, and said it had paid a
similar, reduced rate lor an ad
blasting
Iranian
President
Mishmoud
Shmadintiad's
appearark c
Mondas
at
Columbsa t nis cooly
That full page ad. headlined
khrnadineiad it a terrorist.appeared in Moridas editions
Blakeman said his group did not
rem,: a guarantee that it would
run on the slate it had sought

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8,
Times
DISCUSSING
SAFETY ISSUES:
Barry Meadows, public affairs officer with
the Kentucky State
Police at Post 1 in
Mayfield, meets with
esidents
Monday
afternoon
at
the
Murray -Calloway
County
Senior
Citizens
Center.
Meadows, Calloway
Country Sheriff Bill
Marcum and others
were on hand to discuss various traffic
safety issues with the
residents. Meadows
said officials were visiting every senior citizens center in the
Jackson
Purchase
area.

MO Save like Never
Before On Quality
furniture For
Every Room in
Your Home!
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YS GOLF REGIONAL

LAKER SOCCER ROUNDUP

arper punches ticket to state
CCR.S 8TH GRADER SHOOTS 70,FusrisHEs 5TH OVERALL
§1.aff Report
zr: MAY FIELD, Ky. — Calloway County
eller Daniel Harper earned himself a trip to
KHSAA state event di the First Region
filament 'Ilkesday at Mayfield-Graves
nty Country, Club.
Harper. an eighth-grader at CCMS, shot a
/0 and finished fifth individually in order to
qualify for the state championship tournament
while leading the Lakers to a fifth-place team
; Head coach Steve Smith said he was
Impressed with Harpers poise and composure

on the course.
"We were standing out on the 16th hole and
the rain was about to come and he said to me,
'Coach, I'm really not nervous. I've got four
years of high school ahead of nie and if I qualify, I qualify."
Harper had to earn his way to next week's
state tournament in Bowling Green via a fourman playoff for three remaining spots. Harper
earned his spot in the first playoff round,
thanks to a solid putt.
"I thought it showed a lot of guts for him to
come out and sink a putt in the playoff," Smith

said.
Brock Simmons shot a 76 for the Lakers
and Matt McReynolds shot a 83. Chasten
Howard and Hunter Garrison rounded out the
Calloway pack, shooting an 86 and 87, respectively.
Smith said he was surprised at how low the
scores were across the board and said it
reflects how strong the First Region golf field
is this year.
"I honestly didn't expect we'd have anyone
shoot a 70, given the weather conditions," he
•See GOLF,2C
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Joseph Kelly (7), a junior at Calloway County High
School, works on getting past a Reidland defender
Tuesday night at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. The
Lakers concluded in a 2-2 tie against the Greyhounds.

CCHS concludes in
tie; Lady Lakers
blanked on the road
BOYS FORGE TIE WITH
REIDLAND; GIRLS SHUT OUT BY
MARSHALL COUNTY
Staff Report
Calloway County's boys soccer team (5-7-2) forged a tie
with a strong Reidland team (10-5-2) Tuesday night, and
they did so without one of their key components.
Senior Coby Lyell sat out with a foot injury, but the
Lakers managed to come back from a 2-0 deficit to tie
Reidland late in the second half.
Reidland's Jordan Ramage scored the only goal in the firsi
half and Eric Mitchell put the Greyhounds in front by two
goals with just less than 26 minutes remaining in the second.
But Calloway's Blake Manness found the back of the net
twice in the final 16 minutes of the game to complete the
in See SOCCER,2C

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Masthay, shown in this picture from last season's Music City Bowl in Nashville, Tenn., has been named a game captain, along
with Trevard Lindley, Andre Woodson and Wesley Woodyard for Saturday's home game at Commonwealth Stadium against Florida
'Atlantic.

MAS'IllAY, LINDLEY ARE
GAME CAPTAINS
AGAINST FAU
Dy MICHAEL DANN
ports Editor
• Tim Masthay will be the game captain for
this weekend's Florida Atlantic game at
Commonwealth Stadium in Lexington ... not
Florida.
: One would think the former Murray High
iiroduct would be bummed about facing the
Owls instead of the Gators at midfield prior to
the game, but not Masthay who takes a lot of
pride in being named a captain for Saturday.
. "Makes no difference to me, I'm just totally pumped," said Ma.sthay via phone call
Wednesday morning in Lexington.
: It comes at a special price for the 2005
•

Murray High graduate, who not only is recognized by his head coach, Rich
Brooks, but Brooks is also
Masthay's position coach.
"It's definitely exciting,"
Masthay added. "I was happy
that the coaches were pleased
with my performance.
"I don't think anyone plays
with the notion that they want
to be the captain for the next
game. But, at the same time,
when you're playing hard it's
nice to be recognized for your
performance."
Masthay put to rest any
notions that there is extra
pressure on him as opposed to
other players because of his
relationship with Brooks.
"I wouldn't say it's extra pressure,"

Masthay said."For me, it makes it a little more
special or nicer knowing that you got the nomination from not only your head coach, but
also your position coach."
Masthay, a former Tiger standout and now
current punter/kicker at UK, was named, along
with cornerback Trevard Lindley as game captains for Saturday's game.
Game captains are usually chosen based on
performance in previous games.
Masthay's nomination came following the
Arkansas game.
Masthay punted seven times for a 43.1-yard
average, tying his career long with a boot of60
yards. He also had three touchbacks on kickoffs and he leads SEC kickers with 11 touchbacks this season.
On the season. Masthay is averaging 42.2
yards per kick on 15 punts. He also has two
punts this year inside the opponent's 20-yard
IN See MASTHAY,2C

RACER ROUNDUP

Downer named MSUAthlete of the Week
TENNIS TEAM WINS AT
ARKANSAS-LITTLE ROCK
lily MSU Sports Information
Murray State golfer Andrea
was
Downer
named the Pepsi
State
Murray
Athlete of the
Week after she
won her first college tournament
Sunday at the
Sea
Trail
Intercollegiate
Sunset Beach, N.0
Downer
ia
arrived at Murray
te a year ago from Surrey,
gland, and quickly established
If as the Racers' number one
yer She won the Sea Trail
rent with rounds of 74-71215 and a total of one-under
. She played the last two
three-under par and was
(ally competitor in the field of

PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Calloway pilots
ship to win on
Senior Night
LADY LAKERS BEAT FULTON

Courrry 25-4, 25-9 TUESDAY
Staff Report
The Calloway County Lady Lakers(10-10) put the hurt on
Fulton County (2-11) Tuesday night, defeating the Lady
Pilots in two games, 25-4 and 25-9.
Britnee Deitz was Calloway's high scorer with 12 points
and an ace. Lexie Watson contributed 11 points, and Allie
Thompson made seven points and an ace.
Teala Penick dished out four assists, six points and a kill
while Katlynn Knight had two points and a kill. Kristen
Phillips contributed one point and three kills.
The junior varsity squad also picked up a victory in two
games. 21-7 and 21-5. Delta was the high scorer for IV im
well, racking up 21 points, one assit and two aces.
The lady Lakers will travel to Heath (14-10) Thursday.
Game time is 6 p.m.

Lady Tigers make
quick work of Eagles

78 that finished under par.
Downer's win helped the MSU
WINS IN STRAIGHT
women's team to a fourth place
finish out of 14 teams.
SETS
Downer's previous best finish
Staff Report
was a fourth place showing la.st
Murray High (II-8) made quick work of Graves County
fall at Arkansas State_ She now
(4-15) Tuesday night on the volleyball court, defeating the
has six top- 10 finishes in her
Eagles handily in two games, 25-11 and 25-14, at MHS.
MSU career.
The win was the fourth consecutive for the Lady Tigers
MSU Women's ten.*goes
and gives them plenty of momentum going into Saturday's
3-2 at Lade Rock Event
Paducah Tilghman Classic.
LMLE ROCK, Ark. — The
Leah Dieleman led the Lady Tigers with six kills and six
Murray State women's tennis
Adrian. Abram
digs and 13 passes completed. Lauren Dieleman racked up
team competed over the weekend
the assists, dishing out 10 and contributing two digs.
Overall, the Racers won 32 of
at the University of Arkansas- Katelyn Fulcher. and Lynsey
Caitlin Herrington made four kills, four digs and two
Little Rock Fall Invitational and Bochenek each won all three of 35 matches against players from blocks and Christin Gong had six digs
and an ace. Kathryn
Louisiana
Tech,
UALR,
came away with several eye-open- their matches.
Wilson contributed three digs, a kill and an assist and Taylor
Louisiana,
ing results.
In doubles play, the team of Northwestern
Butler had five kills, two aces and a dig.
McGahee/Lynsey Louisiana-Monroe and Central
Ashley Pierson was a winner in Angela
The Lady Tigers head to Paducah Saturday for the
Arkansas.
and
Lyndsay
four matches as was Angela Bochenek
Tilghman Classic. Matchups have not been announced, but
The next fall event for the other squads at the classic will be Community
(Mown/Alexis Webb each went
McGahee and Alexis Webb.
Christian,
MSU's Adrian& Alvarez, 3-0 as MSU won all 10 doubles Racers is Oct. 12 at Missouri in Livingston Central. Fulton County and Paducah Tilghman.
Columbia .Mo.
matches.

MHS

25-11, 25-14

SPORTS
•Soccer
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From Page 1C

_La A.
Photo Submitted

The Calloway County High School Laker volleyball team honored their seniors Tuesday
rught before a victory over Fulton County Recognized were left to right Allie Thompson,
Teala Penick and Haley Fein

•Golf
Page 1C
Golfers battled %eyelid rain
the day
fauna) goiters also turned in
.1 '.4111(1 Sf51155 tug .11 the 1001114
mem. placing eighth in the I ield
ot 18
Blake(; .ihiai i ii an eigtli
e fader. led thc tigers shooting
an 82
"Blake really attic through
dela.s.. throughout

'Wad ...mat

.\

Justin Scott said. "He's a
Mayfield native. so he's really
knowledgeable of the course"
Scott said he was lust as
pleased with the performance of
the test of the team.
A couldn't he prouder.- he
said Thcy put in then hest 18
holes of the entire season. They
saved the best to last and that's
what yOiu want to do"
Jordan Smith followed closely behold. shooting an 85. Zack

Newsom (85). Keaton Tate 1871
and lay Roth 196 also competed
for Murray
Marshall County and Heath
took the top two spots at the
tournament. Marshall County
sophomore Travis Thompson
shot J 67 and claimed first place
overall
The state tournament will he
Monday
held
through,
Wednesday of next week at
Bowling Green Country Club.

Bonds HR ball gets asterisk
t
APi
The
W
hall Harty Bonds ha tot his
ft-cord-breaking '56th hointe run
v.ill h. titataied with an ask*,IA
and sent ti the Baseball Hall 11

r was ear ~me
tarot,ids OWAW
64. alli• OIL •7564842

TV, radio
MAJOR L E AGUE BASE BAL L
pm
461-r.A110010,,,,
'
P
4p1,,
sP14 CI A,SSi,
'RA at
World Cup some, a
Tenon China1J1i M,tape

ow net
its
said
Wednei,day
Fashion designer Marc Es:k0,
who bought the hall in an oinline
atiL11011. 54.1 Up a Vseh site for
tans to, Soft' lilt the hairs late,
and the 11e4.151441 III Nand 11 Viol)
out two- the other options, sending it to the niuscum unblemished or launching it into, space.
"V.e're going to he working
Viith the folks at the Hall of
aim.- Ecko said oti NBC's
Faille,

I)kial... shOw

whom Ho,nds called
last week, had the
.ottantindtP Sept 15 m the
online auction for the ball that
Bonds hit Aug 7 to break flank
Arroin•s record of
home
tu.ko.

comeback for the Lakers.
Finding his squad down with
about 20 minutes to go. head
coach Martin Son moved senior
defender Chuck Rogers into the
midfield to give the Lakers
another offensive threat. Son
said the move produced several
scoring opportunities, on which
Maness captained.
Keaton Pierce collected nine
saves for the Lakers and
Calloway was uutshot by the
Greyhounds. 15- I I.
The Lady Lakers 17-9) were
also in action Tuesday night at
Marshall County (12751, where
they fell to the Lady Marshals 50.
••
Calloway managed only five
shots on goal and Laker goalkeepers were kept busy all night.
Kelsie Greer collected 17 saves
and Haley McCuiston saved
tour shots.
The boys take to the pitch
again on Saturday. hosting Lyon
County 15-101 at Nix Soccer
Complex at 1:30 p.m.
The girls will play their final
game of the regular season
Monday, as they host Paducah
Tilghman 7-52t,(

The first 500 fans
to bring a hygiene
item will receive
a Racer Fan Scroll

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St •Murray NY. 7513415
John Williams

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Time CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
r-Eloston
93 64 592
—
New York
90 67 573
3
Toronto
80 77 510
13
Baltimore
67 90 427
26
Tampa Bay
t,5 92 414
28
Central Division
W
L Oct GB
Cieveien))
93 63596
Deuce
8
86 12544'
77 80 49016 1,2
Minnesota
Kansas City
68 89 43325 1 2
C he ago
68 89 43325 1.2
West Division
W
L Pet GB
.105 Angeles
92 66 582
Seattle
83 73 532
8
75 83 475
17
Oakland
74 EH 468
Texas
18
x clinched division
y-chnched playoff spot

•Masthay
From Page 1C
line.
Lindley. a sophomore front
Hiram. Ga., picked up a fumble
and raced 66 yards for a touchdown in last Saturday's 42-29
win at Arkansas. He also added
three tackles.
On Saturday. Lindley and
Masthay will join permanent
captains Andre Woodson and
Wesley Woodyard at the coin
toss.
The Wildcats are 4-0 and
ranked No. 14 in the Associated
Press Top 25 Poll. UK is 15th in
the USA Today/ESPN coaches
poll.
Masthay said while it seem,
like the program has been turned
around overnight, he's much too
smart to know that's not the

runs. The final selling pncc was
$752,467. well above most predictions that assumed Bonds'
status as a lightning rod for the
steroids debate in baseball
would depress the value
The asterisk suggests that
Bonds record is tainted by
alleged steroid use. The slugger
has denied knowingly using perdrugs
formance-enhancing
Fans brought signs with aster- CaSC.
isks on them to ballparks as he
"It's the fruits of a lot, a lot of
neared Aaron's hallowed mark
hard work over the past five
Hall oil Fame president Dale years. Right now. I think we're
Pettoslsey, also interviewed on Just as confident as we've ever
the shiner: watt sever***rho', hetniThltdc- the rellrflr'ftletrffr
khil not mean the Hall endorses down to earth and is_corscentrat
the iiewpoint that Ham Bonds mg on each game as we go. We
used drugs
lust need to keep if

Tuesday's Games
Boston 7 Oakland 3
Detroit 8 lainnesota 0
Toronto 11 Baltimore 4
Tampa Bay 7. NY Yankees 6 10
Innings
Texas 3 L A Angels
Kansas City 9. Chicago While Sox 5
Cleveland 4. Seattle 3 12 innings
Wedneeday's Games
A Angels (Saunders 8-4 i at Texas
(Mendoza 1-0i, 105pm
Oakland (Blanton 14-10r at Boston
(Lester 4-0, 4 p m
Minnesota iJ Santana 15-13) at Detroit
(Jurnens 3-1) 6 05 m
- -Cleveland (Carmona 184)at Soma
iFaierabenot 1-51 (3 05 p m lit game
Toronto ,Halladay 15-7) at Baltimore
(Zambian° 0-21.605pm
N Y Yankees (Wang 18-7) at Tamp*
Bay irtowee 1 -Si 6 10 p m
Kansas City (Greinke 7-61 at Chicago
Wlyte Sox tc.arrin• 9-131 7 11 p m
Cleveland tSowers 1-6) at Sean*
(V9ashbum 10-15i 9 35 p m 2nd
gist*
Thursday's Games
Minnesota (Baker 9-9i at Boston
(Banker, 20-6) 605pm
Tnionto (Banks 0-01 at Baltimore
Guthrie 7-5i 605 pm
N 1 Yankees (Hughes 4-3) at Tampa
Bay iKazinir 13-9) 6 10 p m
Kan
CitY 1Bucknei 1-1) at Chicago
Whore so.(Broadway 0-1) 7 11 pin
Cleveiarx1 (Byrd 15-71 at semi* Meek
3-31 9 °SPIT'.

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
87 70 554
—
New York
2
Philadelphia
85 72 541
4
74
529
Atlanta
83
71 87 44916 12
Washington
67 90 427
20
Florida
Central Division
LPct 08
W
83 74 529
—
Chicago
81 76 516
2
Milwaukee
10
73 84 465
St Louis
71 86 452
Cincinnati
12
14
Houston
69 88 439
16
Pittsburgh
(37 90 427
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
88 69 561
Anzona
86 71 548
2
San D.ego
3
85 72 541
Colorado
13
80 77 510
Los Angeles
70 88 44318 1 2
San FranCISCII

Tuesdeys'Games
Florida 4 ChielgO Cubs 2
Pillteburgh 8. Arbona 5
Mee* 10, PNIedelphis 6
Weshingson 10. N.Y. Mels 9
Nauman I.groom*5
mawaukee 5. et Louis 1
COlOrad0 9,LA. Dodgers 7
San Diego I. San Francisco 4
Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cube (Marquis 12-8) at Florida
(Barone 1-31. 6 05 p m
Arizona IL Hernandez 11-101 at
Pittsburgh itAorns 9-11). 6 05 p m
Atlanta (T Hudson 16-91 at Philadelphia
406.6i as
_
tlotise
Washington (Sacs* 5-8) at N V Meta
(Humber 0-0i. 6 10 p m
Houston (Rodriguez 9-13) at Cincinnati
S.1).,arn 3-0). 6 10 p m
St Louis (ThornpsOn 7-6) at Milwaukee
(Vmanueva 8-4). 705 p m
Colorado (Fogg 9-9) at LA Dodger
(Lowe 12-13). 9- 10 p m
San Deno (Psavy 18-6) at San
Francisco theisch 0-31 9 15 p m
Thursday's Games
Anzona (Webb 17-10) at Pittsburgh
(Mahotm 10-15). 11 35 am
Chicago Cubs (Trachsel 7-10) at
Florina (Olsen 9-15), 305 p m.
Atlanta (Sinoln 14-7) at Pnitadeopnia
(Kendrick 9-4) 6.05 p.m
St Louis (Pineal° 6-5)al N Mats
iManinez 3-01 6 10 p m.
Houston (Gutierrez 1-11 at Cincinnati
(Belisle 8-9), 6 10 p m
San Diego (Cassel 1-11 at Milwaukee
(Gallardo 9-41 7 05 p m
Colorado iMorales 2-21 at L A Dodgers
(Lows 1.3,) 9 10 pm

':•

•The Catiotoity County High School Boushetball Little League wik:‘
Wheaten,togroop.detee enOnt-alth,4ewoo4 to 7 pm.and again
Oct 13 from 8 to 10 p.m and May on Oct. 20 from 8 to 10 a.m.
The League ts open to players in second through the fifth grade:'1:
and all sign-ups will be held at the CCHS gymnasium For more infor.•••
•r
rnation contact Adam Ragsdale at 293-0305

MSU vs. Jacksonville State
Sept. 29 • 3 p.m.
Family Weekend
& Military Appreciation Day
inciudin9 a Blami‘havik Helicopter,

Hum-V, Jeep, and Rock Wall

Military recieve 2 tickets with ID
Ticket Office 270-809-4895
www.GoRacers.com
Needline Hygiene Drive
Sponsored by
The Journey Church

•A
•C
•S
•S
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Customer
Appreciation Month!
Ite 111,mic lot, For our
13f.st ar cr!
Our 1

Hurry Sale Ends Oct. 1st
gp 2007 Chevy Aveo 5 Dr. LS
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Rebates

Ai
• Automatic
• Cruise & Keyless Entry Pkg
• Sunroof

• sootier

POWERTRA/Ni WARRANTY
_

at
PEPPERS

&Pinks
10-1-7

Your Sin itif.;s!

Sale Ends 10-1-07

All New 2007
Toyota 4Runners

2007 Chrysler PT Cruiser

--11111111W

aA111gid___
Stk OGC7674

(C- --g; LIFETIME.
-e4r-es

$15,695
- 1,499
-1,500

,
Buy Price'129696
"rime t°

Farm knIIIIjslay Ant1PI Aitartmvut $.500 R.M.Si,Duke lier

402007 Chevy Malibu Sedan LS

Financing
for
60 Months
itlY 2008 Toyota Camry LE

29 MPG
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mig. Rebate

Srk. SCT7104

A/C, P/W, CD,
5 Speed

Sale Priee$11

$16,230
- 1,233
-3.000

997

2007 Chrysler Town &
Country
LIFETIME

Stk 96C7990

MSRP
0- Peppers Disc
Rebates

• Side Impact Airbags
• 4 Wheel Anti-Lock Brakes
• Traction Control
• OnStar w CO & PDS Radio

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebate

$19,525
- 1,230
- 1,500

"Time to $1 'MG*
Buy Price I LP I

l6,986°

*CT7309
V-6. piw. P/L, TIC. CD Sale Price $

'19,999*

Auto 4 Cyl
Stk #TC8049

Firm Bureau Members May Recent, Adanimal ON Rebate Su NSW tor Detain,••

02007 Chevy Impala LS Sedan
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Rebate

Stk OGC7903
• Split Bench Front Seat

• OnStar
• Power Windows & Locks
• TA & Cruise Control

"Time to
Buy Price

$21,665
-2,170
-2,500

'16 995*
9

Farm Bureau Member: Alai Recife. Atirlmonal $750 Rebate See Dealer tor Oetaitsl'•

itly

5 Speed, AC,
Stk. #TT7824

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PLPP4iecc 1921,4c 4
sww

7170 I W•wm

I•

IN

pepp......wokonolow
I RINI

I OM

I779• LIt *47 3,0,

**

WAIN* 'R6CIVOAS Occ I* St• SC
Or 2st 7740

LIFETIME

MSRP
Peppers Disc

Stk. ttCT7299
\', Auto., A/C, CD

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Toyota Rebate

$19,755
- 1,256
- 500

2007Dodge Charger SXT

7 999

tues tn

Olt

LIFETIME

Stk. *CC7204
-1.5L V-6. P. Sunroof, P.
'Neat, P
m
/W
um
..P/L. ee
T/iC
s. CD,
Wh

is,ibo,1 Poem er iteteor purees ue
Im SO molt Ger Demo 'crett;owe ree :ref

'roe.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

P'EPPEAc'S

•i3?)

were peppersattionsolive cons
71711 144,00 St Pons IN
I so In 3771•131 *42 31N

INS NISawfue

$24,015
-2,018

Sale Price

Customer $
.
1
Appreciation Price

Don't Miss Out
On All The Savings
"r

410 2007 Jeep Wrangler X
4Door, 4WD

2007 Toyota Tacoma
Reg. 4x4 Pickup

-411,4

Due To Increased Facory To Dealer
Incentives All 2007 GMC & Chevy Full Size
Trucks And SUVs Will Have Massive
Discounts. See Dealer For Details.
orsouser 'Pro 6 pis ux ate imp se *sr it manstetwors rasa win to ass* moms $6455 dot
ectelld Flustos ta *ebbe wow on4
''Farm Bureau et*taikaitla customers ate Ism bow ebbe GI Firm bust itx at *az 30 tee

$22,340
- 1,8,54
-3,500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$28,155
-3,224
- 2,000

'22,931

Sale Price

II
im
ONIONOMINI 11•IM Semen WM la Is Mom II."
p.m O. W.MO.NO In Om.
MOO. OM goo COO.PC •ant ISOMft(IOW OM*
•S• MO to*NV MO NM* *M.
MOM• •••• .soit MO On Om Ca 8.1
..•Ot
.1RO
MOOR Wm.Pa*:
•
Owl WO
Olirr lows

"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car or truck

EPPE,e,5'

C 11-• fa V IS I. 0-

COMpa PI 14

Jeep

74111 5.441111 •Pans
1017 SPA•I ON 14$ USC

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2001 Ford F-150 XLT
.1W11‘.

2005 Chevrolet Blazer ZR2 4x4 2004 GPM Yukon SLT 4x4

71,000 Miles, Ext. Cab,
TIC, PW, PL.
Stk. #TT799914A

26,000 Miles, T/C, PW, PL,
Moonroof.
Stk. #CP202

40,000 Miles, Leather,
Moonroof, DVD, 7
Passenger.
Stk #CP195

$10,917'

$17,544'

$24,582'

2005 Toyota Tacoma SR5 4x4
53,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL.
Stk. #CP210

$20,977'

2007 Dodge
Magnum SRT8
29,000 Miles, Loaded
Stk #CP190
irgowimor--

7

1

11
7
11111

2001 Oldsmobile Aurora

28,000 Miles,
TIC, PW, PL, Leather.
Stk. #CP198

$25,668'
2005 Chevrolet Impala

86,000 Miles,
Loaded.
Stk. #TT7973A

$7,346'

2007 Toyota Avalon Touring

$27,454*

35,000 Mlles,
TIC, PW,PL.
Stk. #P6536A

$13,796'

2005 Chevrolet Monte Carlo SS 2004 Dodge Durango Limited 2005 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited
i"i"'"
"
7- 11016

g_

46,000 Miles,
Loaded.
Stk. #CT7307A

17619'

70,000 Miles
Loaded
Stk CP186

46,000 Miles,
4.0L, 6 Speed, A/C
Stk. #CP199

$15,418'

$18,536

•

2007 Dodge Grand Caravan 2005 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT 4x4 2000 Dodge Ram 1500
22,000 Miles, Stow-N-Go.
TIC, PW, PL
Stk #CP2050

60,000 Miles, Quad Cab,
Loaded.
Stk OCP179

135,000 Miles, V-6
5-Speed, A/C.
Stk. #CP170A

AS IS SPECIAL.

96,979'

$18,9511'

$3,500'

*Descleamer al yaws mas tax PM ind lounge solMonal Se4 50 cbc 1ws uncluded

CHIVY

CHIVY

114111. 111[

•
•

VOIRLN THIN

'a

MAE

THISUIN

11

yew car or truck company

P't-PPFiecc

(3.1vic
M I It a m II p nt
8.i
p ITS

"Whatever of takes, wr WRIII to be

Sal

24001 Wood St.•Pans • 642-5661* 1•800148-8816
www.peppersautomotive.com

CP4 MMMMMM

Jeep
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WILDCAT FOOTBALL

Two UK players
report theft of Music
City Bowl rings
reported he was missing two of
his rings — one from the 1999
Music City Bowl, another commemorating the 2002 season
when Kentucky wasn't eligible
for a bowl
Stowers said there was no
evidence of forced entry at
Miller's house and he wasn't
sure exactly when the theft
occurred.
-There's a possibility they're
not connected,- Stowers said
Stewart attended practice
Tuesday hut didn't talk with the
media. Coach Rich Brooks said
it was a private matter that
police are handling.
-That's too had because it .
something they worked hard to
earn and will remember tor •
long time." Brooks said
The 1999 and 2006 seasons
are the last two times the
Wildcats have appeared in post season play They lost to
Syracuse in 1999 and defeated
Clemson last year -- the team.s
first bowl victory in 22 years

41N(ITON, Ky. (AP) -/
1 1.11
ow Kentucky football player
and one 10n0Cf player have tiled
Nepar ate polite reports about
resent thelts m %Mai they say
their Mums City Bowl rings
were taken. hut it was unclear
1 we sday w hether the insidents
Are related
Anthony Stewart. a junior
ict.cocr, repined Sunday that
his 1 exington home was bur:Ian/of set the weekend while
were on the road
rhe WIitk
ap.unst .Nikarisas
Mere was n idence of forced
.nits into the home. including
inter nit and exterior damage.
▪ the thief took w ceral firms.
Stewart said iii his police report
Among them was the ring
Stew it I and his teammates
inning last
et CI s ed
year . SlusiS t•IIN Kin% I
!he other iti tdent w as
reptitted List week hy hornier
plaser Sy Rester Stiller, who
lists seseial miles away trout
stew an. I c‘Ing1.41
Miller
said
bkl!,

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & limes
Bo Seay in the first half
defender
County
Graves
around
move
a
makes
Ward
Dillon
sophomore
School
Murray High
No other results were
5-0.
Tigers
the
blanked
Tuesday night at the Mallary France Soccer Complex in Murray. Graves
made available at press time

Fielder reaches 50 HRs
as Brewers power past
St. Louis

SENIOR
NIGHT

Louis Cardinals on Tuesday
pros ided a telling glimpse into
his ft:toured relationship with
his lather. former major leaguer
testi Twitter
I udder said he wants to hit
S2 hilitiers in a seas. anti w iii
the MVP because his tattier
never accomplished either
Doing that. Prince helder said.
would "shut him up"
-litat's why I'm so passitin
-ale about pi:tying." Eichler said
-I don't mind them comparing
Oil tfi, hetnini
1 wider
me, but Pm totally a different
MI: the youngest player ever to
player Hopefully one day.
J
it ,iI homers in a season
feat lie a‘sompli•hed with two wheneser they mention niy
home runs in the Milwaukee name, they won't base to ment he St
9 I
ft WI his

iP
Sill W.A1 Kit
MANI
didn't
MN.
ti• keep his `milli li•mie tun hall as
souseitit
!he one he [calls wants is
N. S. \lid while tics at it. he
.s••tildit t mind winning an MS:I'
all in the name of
au Id
al. Aim. it to his estranged
ithet
Stkl he isn't kidding
N., 1 ieller said "Iliat's

It was Senior Night at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex in
Murray with both Tiger soccer clubs spillting matches against
the visiting Graves County Eagles. No results were made
available by press time.

E

HUGE 3 DAY WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE
BRING YOUR
CARS. TRUCKS,
WAGONS. &
HAUL. IT
HOME!

Sale Also
Being Held At
The Regular
Showroom

*

OUR WAREHOUSE SHOWROOM, LOCATED JUST 1/2 MILE PAST
THE STORE ON 1291 HAS BEEN NEWLY STOCKED WITH
FANTASTIC ITEMS AT SPECTACULAR SAVINGS!!!
YOU MUST CHECK OUT THESE UNBELIEVABLE DEALS!!!

1642 US Hwy. 641 N.
Benton, KY

FIRST COME.
FIRST SERVE!

(Just betwfw Benton and Dfsffenvtlas,

SOME ITEMS ARE
ONE OF A KIND OR
LIMITED OUANITIES!

270-527-1466

Color confidence.

•••
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Introducing trial-size paints from Pittsburghl) Paints

4.1

Our new Voice of Color- system includes:

SOISS

•39111%

•
‘,

:1 rii) PITTSBURGH
. iv PAINTS

Kashway Building
:w Materials

ett

BARGAINS YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS!!!

()I( I (010k

Available at:

INAINSMOY•• 1'2 MILO PAST •TOIRS, 151 N

(The Old K&T Lamp Factory Building)

I III
ii

Thursday 9:00 UNTIL 7:00; FRIDAY 900 UNTIL 1:00; SATURDAY 9:00 UNTIL 5:00

WE MUST CLEAN
OUR WAREHOUSES.
THIS FURNITURE
MUST GO!!!

411,
tirOt
loor

tar

WAREHOUSE BLOWOUT

•

10i

MICHAEL DANN Ledger 8. Times
Ah Adams, a junior at Murray High School, moves this ball
upheld past an oncoming Ashtyn Dowdy, of Graves County,
Tuesday night in Murray The Lady Tigers won 4-2. but no
, time
results were tumod in at pres,

N FURNI

ILLIAM

•

-•• '277 •`:
1
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2
11
/
Zat

of•
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11•016sor
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999
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• at pathway to discover your personal color palette
• 9 personality -baserillarmony Color Collections
• 2 oz. trial sue paints available in all 261) flarmony Colors
• Unique S-tolor(*carmen (hip.
www vrer con oior corn
•
•

6.411 Speedhide
S gallon

Eibt
• •„„vS".../0■4

000
$8

Aft.
.4 °NOON
.1
4
4."4. Mattroe• $ot
MJNIAN

110
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FURNITURE
•th r,!Ito Puntoor rotwayOn Ploy 121 111.
64 cractipix
1114116.191.11001121

•1 YEAR NO
INTEREST
'NO MONEY DOWN
•NO PAYMENT FOR
1 YEAR
*BANK CARDS

Receive an additional

10% OFF
when you bring this ad
into the store.
•

•
1

1

